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Basic rules covering the terrestrial digital radio service now have been spelled
out by the FCC, and AM IBOC at night
has been allowed.
But future iterations of digital operation are just beginning to be examined.
And the commission has tacked onto a
new digital radio proceeding several
broader topics under the umbrella of
"public service obligations."
Some questions — like possible spectrum fees on digital subscription services
and tightening of rules governing automated broadcast operations for all stations — are controversial and could have
great impact at the station level beyond
the digital conversion rollout.
At least one idea under scrutiny could
make operations easier for small stations
by allowing public files to be kept online,
experts believe (see page 3).
The commission on May 31 released
details of its digital radio rules. The text
expanded on its vote in March that gave
regulatory certainty to HD Radio operators, codified multicasting and allowed
AM HD stations to turn on digital at night.

The agency calls these the final operational requirements and related licensing
and service rule changes for terrestrial
digital radio. The 74- page document
released contains details many IBOC proponents and stations have been seeking
for some time. The changes were to take
effect 30 days after publication in the

16
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Federal Register. That had not occurred
as of early June.
At the same time, the text touched on
numerous questions that are likely to
shape future debate. In the document,
the commission makes clear that many
decisions remain undecided.
For instance, in a Second Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the
commission asks whether it should limit
the subscription channels a station may
air, such as to 20-25 percent of a station's digital capacity. That FCC estimate
is based on current FM SCA use.
The agency is asking whether such a
limit on "conditional access" ensures that
free portions of astation's digital channel
are not compromised. The agency is also
See IBOC, page 5
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'Big Dog' Sony
Enters HD-R Market
SAN DIEGO The HD Digital Radio
Alliance will promote Sony's entrance
into the IBOC market with radio ads
specifically for the manufacturer as well
as spots supporting other receiver makers.
That's according to Alliance President/CEO Peter Ferrara, who characterized Sony as "the big dog" among receiver makers with " tremendous
manufacturing" capability and a strong
retail distribution channel.
Sony, the receiver manufacturer with

NEWSWATCH•
what the alliance says is arguably the
largest market share in this country, is
introducing two HD Radio products in
July, the first of what it plans will be a
product line of gear.
Sony has long been an Ibiquity licensee and says with its new tabletop and car
tuner, it has a "long-term commitment to
developing and distributing a range of
HD Radio- enabled consumer products
over the next several years."
The AM/FM/HD table radio ( model
XDR-S3HD) features an auxiliary input
jack and cable to connect an external
music device, a wireless remote control
and clock radio features. The $200 unit
ships to retailers this month.

The mobile tuner ( model XT-100HD)
connects to most Sony head units. Many
Sony car stereos come with front aux in
and USB inputs, play MP3 CDs and are
iPod and satellite radio- ready. The tuner,
which will retail for about $ 100, also
ships this month.

News Roundup
EBAY TO AUCTION ADS: eBay is
challenging Google and will begin auctioning ad time on 2,300 stations. eBay
already auctions cable ads; now it is partnering with Bid4Spots to create a radio
presence in its eBay Media Marketplace.

DAVID REHR has urged the sat radio
companies to withdraw their merger
application " in the best interests of consumers and competition." The president/
CEO of NAB called the merger arequest
for "agovernment bailout for operational
and financial missteps that have depressed
stock prices, and in turn, investors."
SANGEAN introduced an upgraded version of its HD Radio component tuner.
The HDT-1X tuner will complement the
HDT-1 model, the manufacturer said.
New features are S/PDIF optical output
and an analog mode that allows listeners
to " lock in" an analog signal in fringe
coverage areas. Also new is aSplit- Audio
Mode, airing digital audio in one channel,
analog audio in the other to allow users to
hear the difference. Sangean was taking
orders in June and expected to ship shortly; retail price is $249.99.
MINI, a division of BMW, is offering
HD Radio as a factory option in 2007
Cooper and Cooper S hardtops. The HD
Radios will be multicast-capable. They
can be ordered as astand-alone option for
a list price of $ 500 or as part of Mini's
Audio Package that includes an upgraded
Hi Fi radio and Sirius Satellite Radio
with a lifetime subscription that stays
with the car after resale. This package
retails for $ 1,400.
RADIOSOPHY shipped its HD100 with
a temporary price of around $ 60. The
price was acombination of a $99.95 introductory offer with a $40 HD Radio rebate.
The offer on the
D100 was to expire
June 30 and the rebate was to expire July
3. The
13100 features a Line- in port to
See NEWS WATCH page 3
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FCC Looks at Changes to Rules
Covering Unattended Operation
by Leslie Stimson

majority of non- network programming
from the main studio. It did so in part
based on technical advances in program
production and distribution, it said.

Surprising many observers, the FCC
used the IBOC proceeding to review
some basic regulations for all stations,
digital and analog, when it published the
new digital rules.
The commission is revisiting the
cut back on the
appropriateness of unattended operations
for all stations and how that affects the
number of hours a
transmission of EAS alerts in connection
with its review of public interest requirestation may operate
ments for IBOC.
While the FCC now has published
unattended — and
basic service rules and fundamental pubpossibly require 24/7
lic interest obligations for digital channels ( see page 1), it seeks comment on
staffing — the
additional public service obligations in a
Second Further Notice of Proposed
change apparently
Rulemaking. These new obligations
could extend beyond the digital channels
would affect all
to affect main analog channels.
If the FCC were to cut back on the
stations.
number of hours a station may operate
unattended — and possibly require 24/7
In 1995, in response to improvements
staffing — the change would apparently
to monitoring equipment for stations and
affect all stations and could have alarge
transmission facilities, the agency authorimpact on facilities, especially those with
ized unattended operations and expanded
undersized staffs in small markets.
In 1987, the commission eliminated a the ability of stations to control and monitor station technical operations from
provision of the main studio rule in which
stations were required to originate a remote locations.

Now, the agency is asking whether
"changes in remote operation impacted
the requirements that the commission
should adopt in this area."
The FCC has an open EAS proceeding
and believes asking EAS questions in the
digital proceeding is appropriate,
although the issues it seeks comment on
would apply to all stations.
The commission is taking comment on
whether it should revisit the rules allowing unattended operations, and specifically, whether the "widespread reliance on
automated operations" limits the ability
to distribute EAS alerts effectively.
The commission didn't mention other
possible reasons for opening this topic,
such as loss of localism, which some critics say resulted from allowing "automated" stations.
"Although EAS equipment can be programmed to operate automatically in certain circumstances, when astate or local
alert is initiated by designated local
authorities, initial input of the alert and
activation of the originating EAS
ENDEC must be done manually. In some
emergencies, this initial input does not
occur," the FCC stated.
In afootnote, the FCC referred to two
incidents where it states EAS alerts were
not activated: the widely reported 2002
train derailment near Minot, N.D., and a
train collision in Macdona, Texas, 10
miles from San Antonio.
In the Minot case, Clear Channel has
said state emergency personnel did not
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marketing 50 models of digital audio
music devices that had not been properly
authorized. The original fine was proposed by the commission in early 2006.

›. Continued from page 2

connect MP3 and other audio devices,
"Scan HD," program associated data displays and clock radio functions.
JUDGES ON PROFANITY: A panel
of a federal appeals court threw out an
FCC ruling in aTV profanity case, calling into question the commission's
authority to regulate broadcast content.
Hollywood and free speech advocates
praised the ruling while FCC Chairman
Kevin Martin opposed it by releasing a
statement containing profanities to draw
attention to the issue. The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 2nd Circuit in New York
ruled that the FCC went too far in a2006
decision against Fox Broadcasting for
incidents in 2002 and 2003 after Cher
and Nicole Richie uttered expletives on
live television. The judges said the commission didn't adequately explain why it
changed its mind on the "fleeting use" of
profanity and ordered the agency to
retool its regulations.
BEHRINGER FINE: The FCC upheld
a $ 1million against Behringer USA for

CAP & EAS: The FCC adopted an order
that requires EAS participants to accept
messages using Common Alerting
Protocol after FEMA adopts standards.
Participants also now must transmit state
and local alerts originated by state governors. CAP involves transmission of EAS
alerts as text, audio and video via broadcast, cable, satellite, and other networks.
The commission seeks comment on how
best to deliver EAS alerts and commited to
adoption of afinal order within six months.
BRADLEY SOLD: Bradley Broadcast
and Pro Audio was acquired by David
Matthews, aformer radio chief engineer
who also was Bradley's first sales manager. Former owners Ted and Linda
Veneman are retiring. Matthews most
recently was director of network services
for Quanta US Holdings.
D.A.V.I.D. ACQUIRED: German software developer D.A.V.1.1). is now part of
the Silex Media group, a subsidiary of
SG! Japan. The seller is Palamon Capital
Partners, aprivate equity firm.

know how to operate the EAS and did not
send the initial message to the primary
station to pass on. Clear Channel says it
has since trained state personnel on how
to operate its EAS equipment.
The question of unattended operation
and whether it affects astation's ability to
transmit an alert is separate from the EAS
Common Alerting Protocol order the
agency announced in May.
The commission will require EAS participants to accept CAP messages after
FEMA adopts standards. CAP involves
the transmission of EAS alerts as text,
audio and video via broadcast, cable,
satellite and other networks.
And finally, the commission, which is
examining whether requirements for the
public inspection file for TV stations are
adequate to ensure the public has easy
access to the material, is asking the same
questions about digital and analog radio
stations.
The agency has proposed that TV stations make the contents of their public
inspection files available on the Web. The
FCC asks whether radio should do the
same or if radio rules should be different.
Comments on the Second Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC
07-33, are due 60 days after Federal
Register publication. e
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The Digital Forest Looks Pretty Green
The FCC's latest report on digital
radio is interesting reading, a concise
summary of IBOC's regulatory history
and of issues that may yet be contentious,
such as subscription services, new public
interest obligations and digital copying
limitations.
The commission's action is summarized in our story on page 1of this issue,
and you can peruse the order at
radioworld.com. Irecommend it.
Reading the document, however, also
brought to my mind the original, powerful reasons broadcasters pursued this particular technology. These factors tend to
be forgotten or taken for granted during
debate over various rollout questions that
occupy discussion at conventions, on listservs and in news stories.
It's timely to recall them now.
Among the various ways to "go digital," IBOC appealed to broadcasters
because our industry essentially is conservative in its business outlook. We are
hesitant to leap into new arenas if such a
leap would put our existing "turf' at risk.
One can argue whether and when such
acautious outlook is appropriate; but in
such an environment, HD Radio emerges

as acustom-fit solution for bringing the
radio industry into the digital age. This
approach truly is elegant, allowing a
broadcaster to ease into asignificant new
service with no fear of giving up existing
spectrum. It also is a way that radio has

Paul J. McLane

coordinated marketing that radio enjoys.

Scoreboard Adds BlAfn Data
Beginning in this issue, Radio World's HD
Radio Scoreboard will incorporate information from BIA Financial Networks among
our sources. By combining BIA's tools with
network
publicly available information about HD
Radio stations from Ibiquity and elsewhere,
Radio World can offer new analysis and perspectives on the rollout.
The BIA data, provided by Ibiquity, is
included in the BIAfn Media Access Pro
solution, allowing us to search and analyze HD industry data, including owners
and market size, as well as other key market trends all in one place. For info on
Media Access Pro, visit www.bia.com.
In this issue, we compare the progress of rollouts at various industry owner
groups. For instance, did you know that one-third of Clear Channel stations and
87 percent of Bonneville stations are on the air with HD Radio, while at Salem
that number is 1percent? And that the groups with the largest percentage of multicasts so far are Emmis and Greater Media?
See the scoreboard on page 19.

Market Monitoring
Made Easy
The Watchband remote ec.+FM RDS receiver provides
web based interface. PDs engineers and technical managers

conceived them; and you could explore
the transmission of new data and audio
services within the relatively protected
confines of your existing broadcast infrastructure.
That opportunity exists now.
Iknow this sounds like asell job. But I
continue to be acautious IBOC proponent, not agung-ho advocate.
Iam perfectly aware that some readers
wish the question of the digital transition
would just go away. They cite concerns
about cost, interference, monopolistic
licensing or the perception that they're
being dragged into it by bigger corporate
entities.
Irespect those who feel this way but as
I've stated before, the HD Radio IBOC
solution that our industry has developed,
while imperfect, is the best available and,
further, it's foolish to ignore the benefits
it does provide. Let's not lose sight of the
growth of our digital forest while we fret
about individual trees.
Among IBOC critics, the most paranoid sometimes say that big corporations,
plotting with the commission and the
NRSC, are forcing our industry into this
change. Ignore them. Iknow too many of
the good people who have struggled with
these decisions — including most of our
industry's leading engineers — to fall
into such an easy delusion.
But if anything, the new IBOC rules
do protect, rather than infringe, the interests of broadcasters, agroup that mostly
wants to transition to digital but at its
own speed and in its own way.

Medium- and small-market broadcast
managers are being pitched the benefits
of HD Radio; they should listen with an
open mind. In the language of the investment community, stations are being
offered achance to move into digital with
real profit potential in the near term, a
solid long-term outlook and little downside risk other than upfront licensing and
hardware costs — expenses that can be
incurred on their own timetables.
(Also note that over time, the FCC
said, it could reconsider its stance that
stations must simulcast their main digital
and analog signals. This means you could
air separate HD and analog feeds. That's
more potential competition in your market looming.
The commission order also makes
clear that its staff is thinking about an alldigital future. Some industry leaders have
said they'll never turn off their analog;
but Iwouldn't put money on that.)
Meanwhile, tuners are proliferating
today. Multicast channels are being
added; it's my prediction that soon one
will "break out" into national consciousness with an unexpected format or personality, one that will help create the consumer buzz HD Radio craves.
Many new- media companies would
kill to have the regulatory certainty and
coordinated marketing among competitors that radio enjoys in this transition.
You need not be aClear Channel or CBS
to benefit from this extended opportunity
to manage and experiment with new digital services.
Take advantage of it. •

Discover the Industry's most powerful
broadcast facility remote control system
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» Full featured. IP based broadcast remote control system

99.5
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rat

breakthrough market monitoring benefits. With the
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without having to obtain separate permission each time you added a program
stream, in data increments that you determined, on atimetable that you set and at
apace with which you were comfortable.
You could add new streams when you

to have the regulatory certainty and

been able to go digital without fully
opening itself up to new terrestrial competition. ( As our Skip Pizzi puts it,
"Score one for the incumbents.")
Think of the discussions we'd be having right now if radio's digital road map
involved a mandated move to new frequencies and surrender of existing channels, all on agovernment-set schedule. In
the middle of such atransition, HD Radio
would look pretty darned good.
You'd wish for a rollout that allowed
you to create profitable new information
services on your existing bandwidth,
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IBOC
Continued from page 1

asking whether noncoms be treated differently in this.
Spectrum fees may someday be
applied to subscription services for digital radio Congress already has authorized
the agency to require DTV stations to pay
afee of 5percent of gross revenues from
so-called "feeable" ancillary digital radio
services; the FCC now is asking if it's
appropriate to require the same of radio.
(Not mentioned in the text is that any
commission spectrum fees would be separate from Ibiquity Digital's fee for supplemental audio, which according to alicensing fact sheet on the company's Web site
is 3 percent of net revenue derived from
any supplemental audio service, with a
$1,000 minimum per channel.)
Comments on the Second Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC
07-33, are due 60 days after Federal
Register publication.
WHAT IT DID
Here's a summary of what the commission did, including observations it
offered in its text and summaries it provided of comments it had received for
and against various issues.
LEGAL ID
The commission said station ID
requirements are necessary for digital stations and laid out regulations.
Opinions had differed as to whether
separate call signs should be required for
digital and/or multicast channels, according to the commission.
Public interest groups favored expanding the call letter system so listeners
could more easily identify the source of
programming. Ibiquity opposed this,
arguing there's no need for additional ID
requirements because IBOC stations that
don't multicast are airing identical programming. Ibiquity also asserts that
broadcasting a separate digital call sign
would require "significant system and
equipment modifications."
Small businesses, including stations
and small manufacturers, opposed requiring IDs for multicast stations because,
they say, stations voluntarily identify
their channel positions to cultivate market
recognition. Additionally, they argued,
digital station calls can be embedded into
the digital bit stream, so the FCC can
have an easy way to identify astation for
enforcement purposes.
In the new rules, the FCC said digital
AMs and FMs must make station identification announcements at the beginning
and end of each time of operation, as well
as hourly, for each programming stream.
Proper identification, it said, consists
of the call letters followed by the program stream, and then the community of
license, according to the commission.
Presumably this would suffice: "This is
WXYZ, HD3, Anytown, USA." Stations
may insert between the call letters and
the station's community of license the
frequency, channel number, name of the
licensee and/or the name of the network,
at their discretion. The commission didn't give examples for main-channel digital FMs.
Third, a station operating in DAB
hybrid mode must identify its digital signal, including any free multicast audio
programming streams, in a manner that

appropriately alerts its audience to the
fact that it is listening to adigital audio
broadcast. This requirement can be met
orally on-air or by text messages on the
receiver display.

degrade the FM band.
As AM IBOC operations progress,
Ibiquity told the FCC, it intends to introduce the multicasting concept for AM
stations.

AM NIGHTTIME OPERATION

TIME BROKERING, OWNERSHIP
AND ATTRIBUTION

"On balance, we find the benefits of
full-time IBOC operation by AM stations
outweigh the slightly increased risk of
interference," the commission states in
the text.
The approval ended a long period of
speculation as to when the FCC would
allow AMs to broadcast digital signals at
night. Some IBOC opponents believe

reviews of digital service and receiver
penetration and issue an annual report on how

tion owner which programs more than 15
percent of the total weekly hours broadcast on adigital audio stream of another
station in the market will be considered
to have an attributable interest in the brokered station, which counts toward the
local ownership caps.

The FCC said if alow-power FM station is technically capable of transmitting
adigital signal, there should be no "regulatory impediment" preventing its adoption of IBOC.
Ibiquity says IBOC transmission
equipment can operate at the 100 watt
power level an LPFM needs, but a 10
watter may be out of luck as such alow
power level may make digital broadcasts
"unfeasible," according to the FCC. The
commission didn't state whether there are
any LPFMs broadcasting in digital.
MAIN-CHANNEL
AUDIO QUALITY

the new digital services are rolled out.

NO MANDATE

their digital conversion costs as well as
providing away for new entrants to break
into radio.
The FCC agreed with a coalition of
public interest groups that a licensee
which is already at the ownership maximum in amarket shouldn't be allowed to
acquire additional broadcast streams
through time brokering.
It clarified that, for multicasting, asta-

Stations must provide at least one free
digital over-the-air service that is "comparable to or better in quality" than the
main analog channel. This baseline constraint mirrors a DTV requirement.
Stations must still simulcast their analog
program on their main digital channel.
The FCC said it may revisit the simulcasting obligation when it decides
See IBOC, page 6

SMALLER. F
ASTER. COOLER.
The only thing we didn't
change is the price.

The FCC said it won't establish a
deadline for stations to begin conversions
to digital. Radio licensees are under no
statutory mandate to convert and a hard
deadline is " unnecessary," given that
DAB does not require the allocation of
additional spectrum, it stated.
EXTENDED HYBRID MODE
The extended hybrid mode, which
adds up to 50 kbps of data carrying
capacity to an FM IBOC signal, "holds
great promise," the commission stated.
It cited an NPR report that concluded
FM extended hybrid mode does not affect
host analog reception in a variety of
radios. The research "provides ample
basis for permitting such operations." The
agency is confident its staff can work out
any interference issues with this operation on acase-by-case basis "in atimely
fashion."
MULTICASTING
FMs can multicast without "additional"
FCC approval. The FCC document specifically stated that stations are "strongly
encouraged:' though not required, to use
their extra channels for public affairs programming and formats that serve minorities, underserved populations and nonEnglish-speaking listeners.
Broadcast owner Mt.
Wilson
Broadcasters opposed multicasting in its
comments to the FCC, saying that splitting the channel would impair FM service. NPR replied that Mt. Wilson was
"misinformed" about the purpose of
IBOC and the feasibility of multicasting.
The FCC found that multicasting will not

S

LPFM
Time brokering is permitted on digital
channels. The FCC now allows what are
essentially leasing deals for main analog
channels, FM subcarriers and excess
DTV bandwidth.
The FCC said it agrees with small
business that allowing time brokering
will allow stations to recoup some of

. • •

widespread adoption will bring significant degradation to the AM band at night.
But studies conducted by Ibiquity and
analyzed by NAB indicate the greatest
potential for interference is at the fringe
of coverage areas, "primarily where substantial interference from analog" already
exists, the agency states in the text.
As we've reported, those AMs already
transmitting in IBOC during the day can
go on at night without additional FCC
notification. The FCC will presume notifications it receives from AMs after these
changes take effect will be for both day
and night IBOC operation.
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Our new 6500 series cards give you greater functionality at the same great
price point. They're lead-free and RoHS compliant, too. With powerful
DSPs, + 24dBu levels, MRXTM multi- rate mixing,

SSXTM

surround- sound

and AudioScience's "anything to anywhere" mixing and routing, our 6500
cards are ready for some serious broadcasting. To learn more, ask your
automation VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.

"ivireeffeacesi

www.audioscience.com
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restrictions adopted now could be soon
obsolete.

IBOC

July 4, 2007

DATACASTING

introduce the

Ibiquity urged the commission to
include enough flexibility in its datacasting authorization to promote innovation.
NAB said such flexibility will expedite
the emergence of IBOC.
Stations can offer any type of data
service, consistent with rules applicable
to analog SCA services, as long as the
new service does not impair "the mandated stream of free audio programming."

BIT STREAM FLEXIBILITY

multicasting concept

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

NAB argued that, this early in the
IBOC transition, it's impossible to know
for sure the number of bits necessary to
support agood-quality main digital signal
or several multicast channels without
degradation. Cox Radio stated that any

for AM stations.

Continued from page 5

whether or not to approve the NRSC-5
Standard. In 2005, the NRSC adopted
NRSC-5 and submitted the standard to
the FCC for evaluation. The commission
said it's in the public interest to adopt
policies and rules for IBOC before it has
completed evaluating the standard.

operations progress,
Ibiquity told the
FCC, it intends to

The FCC declined to require a minimum digital bandwidth level, leaving this
at stations' discretion.

Subscription services are only allowed
if a station has experimental authorization for the service. The agency said it
will grant such authorizations for uses
that serve the public interest, including
current services carried on subcarrier

such as radio reading services.
Commenters emphasized the benefits
of multiple digital audio channels and
how that would ensure the continuing
viability of radio reading services as well
as enhance broadcasters' ability to offer
more niche programming and public
affairs broadcasts.
DUAL FM ANTENNAS
Stations may use separate antennas for
the analog and digital signals without an
STA request, subject to criteria contained
in aDual Antennas notice issued in early
2004.
NOTIFICATION
PROCEDURES
To allow stations to take advantage of
technical improvements as they develop,
rather than waiting for commission action
and new rules, the FCC gave its Media
Bureau expanded authority to act on
IBOC rules. After appropriate notice and
public comment, it can implement new
notification procedures to cover new
IBOC configurations.
PUBLIC INTEREST
OBLIGATIONS & EAS
The FCC is applying these requirements to all free over-the-air IBOC channels (both digital main channels and multicast): Political broadcasting; payment
disclosure; prohibited contest practices;
sponsorship identification; cigarette
advertising; and broadcast of taped or
recorded material.
Digital stations must air all national
EAS messages on all audio streams.
Participation in state and local level
alerts, while encouraged, is voluntary.
Stations choosing to comply with EAS
must comply with Part 11 EAS rules.
PERIODIC REVIEWS
The commission said it will conduct
periodic reviews of digital service and
receiver penetration as circumstances
warrant. It will issue an annual report on
how the new digital services are rolled
out, including what services are offered
on multicast streams.
KAHN, OTHERS KICKED
TO THE CURB

"Our experience with the three Logitek Consoles that we used for
our broadcasts of the Olympics in Sydney, Salt Lake City, Athens
and Torino built our confidence to purchase the new Mosaic for
our NY Network sports studio. They are reliable, easy to set up
and easy to reconfigure on the fly.
"The sports studio is the hub of all activity for our NCAA College
basketball, NFL Football, NHL Hockey and all other sports
broadcasts. It not only handles program audio, but also many
IFB and intercom paths. We also have flexibility in our
headphone monitoring that we never had before. Logitek's
router based

console has made frequent configuration

changes easy with short notice. No more moving wires
around. All of the routing changes are done by easy changes in
the configuration software. Scene changes are fast and easy."
V,ESTi 4
,000 ONË

Conrad Trautmann
SVP Operations and Engineering
Westwood One • New York City

/
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Logitek
Console Router Systems
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
1.800.231.5870
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com www.logitelcaudio.com
0 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

The FCC dismissed Petitions for
Reconsideration from The Amherst
Alliance, Glen Clark and Associates, and
Leonard Kahn.
After the FCC declared IBOC was the
system for the United States, Amherst
sought anew rulemaking on digital radio
and asked the commission to establish a
test for the Eureka- 147 system. The commission now said it would not delay the
IBOC proceeding.
Clark had challenged the FCC's daytime-only restrictions for digital AMs,
offering criteria to identify those that
could broadcast at night with minimal
risk of interference. Given the recent
approval of AM nighttime operations, the
agency dismissed his petition as moot.
Kahn's request for the commission to
stay implementing IBOC until the agency
revises how it evaluates new technology
was dismissed for being untimely filed.
Kahn provided no justification for the
late timing, according to the FCC.
See IBOC, page 8

Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCES

Meet Some Real-World Super Heroes...
Mark Ericson and the WOKQ morning team, along with
Steve Vanni from Technet, recently used ACCESS to deliver a
three hour remote from the top of Mt. Washington. For mere
mortals, this would have been an impossible task. The height,
the weather, the distance — all conspired to prevent a successful
remote. But because they carried ACCESS, they became real-

Read more stories of real-world super heroes
at comrex.com:
•Springfield, MO: Miraculous ACCESS
•Son Diego, CA: Somewhere...Beyond the Sea!
•Boston, MA: Zakk Wylde Concert— Ozzie Osborne's
Guitarist Plays for Wk\AF at a Listener's Workplace!

world super heroes.

•Lynn, MA: Toys for Tots— Remote on the Move

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G
cellular, satellite, POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS

•Boston, MA: Car Dealerships at Christmas. ACCESS Delivers.

codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—
plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the
challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say
that ACCESS will perform in real time over most available
IP connections.
Want to learn more? Contact Comrex to get a FREE booklet
that explains ACCESS BRIC technology and how it differs from
traditional IP codecs. Become a real-world super hero!

ACCESS
PORTABLE
NOW
SHIPPING!

•UK: ACCESS on VSAT—A Clever Solution From Our
Friends in the UK
•Cancun: Sunrise Over IP
•Brockton, MA: Minu-eman Communications Always
Gets Their Man... un-... IMean, Their Remote
•Alpena/Tawas City, MI: Are You Tired of
STL-Over-the-Public-Internet Stories Yet?
•Dallas: The Ticket
•Amarillo, TX: You Gotta Do What You Gotta Do
•Asia: Radio Free Asic—Live From the Himalayas
•Way Up In The Sky: Live From 37,000 Feet

Are YOU a real-world super hero? Log on to
comrex.com and let us know how you've used
ACCESS to save the day at an impossible remote!
Put Comrex On The Line.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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WHAT IT WONT DO
In issuing its text, the FCC also
deferred action on anumber of issues.
ANALOG PROTECTION
Ibiquity told the commission that in
the early portion of the transition, the
FCC should protect analog signals, such
as by limiting the power level and bandwidth occupancy of the digital carriers in
the hybrid mode. At some point, when
digital receiver penetration warrants, the
agency could reverse this protection to
protect digital operations.
The agency said it's too soon in the
conversion to consider this action, which
could have "unknown and unintended
consequences."
ALL-DIGITAL MODE
Given that there are no technical
standards, it's too soon in the conversion to consider handing down rules for
all-digital operations and allow stations
to turn off their analog signals, the FCC
found.
"Our principle focus at this stage is to
ensure that the ground rules are set for
the introduction of hybrid IBOC DAB."
Broadcasters were encouraged to experiment with all-digital mode with appropriate authorization.

July 4, 2007

NEWS
DIGITAL RIGHTS
MANAGEMENT
The commission had asked whether
the transmission of free non-encrypted
digital signals could lead to the "indiscriminate recording and Internet distribution" of copyrighted music and how this
could be prevented.
It stated that interested parties are
seeking asolution and deferred action on
this issue. NAB, CEA, Ibiquity, satellite
radio and the Recording Industry
Association and other affected parties are
discussing the issue and also lobbying
Congress. Lawmakers have said they prefer that industry settle the matter without
government intervention.
RADIO READING SERVICES
IBOC transmission or receive equipment is not required to have RRS capabilities at this time, but the commission said
this could be addressed in the future. The
International Association of Audio
Information Services had urged the FCC
to require digital stations te• carry RRS,
arguing that before any station offers
income- generating secondary audio
streams, it should be required to first provide digital bandwidth for RRS.
Ibiquity opposed mandatory RRS
receiver capability, saying this would
hamper the rollout at this stage and burden manufacturers with higher costs.
NPR said it's inappropriate to consider
mandating RRS at this stage in the digital
conversion because there needs to be
more testing of digital RRS.

The FCC, which does not require analog stations to carry reading services, said
it encourages voluntary cooperation
toward digital radios being able to decode

"Pleb rrr

fe,

require a minimum
digital bandwidth

TRANSLATORS
AND BOOSTERS
Digital translators and boosters are
• permitted during interim IBOC operations, but the commission said it needs a
stronger record to address technical
issues with their authorization before
adopting permanent rules.
NONCOMS

level, leaving this at
stations' discretion.
RRS signals. The agency declined to
impose adigital RRS requirement and it
said this would be addressed in a DAB
periodic review later.
SUPER-POWERED FMS &
SHORT-SPACED STATIONS
Livingston Radio had urged the agency
to restrict digital power levels for superpowered FMs, saying they can cause
more interference than stations that comply with class limits. Cox Radio and
Bonneville asserted that this was beyond
the scope of the proceeding. The FCC
agreed and declined to adopt special
restrictions on both super-powered FMs
and short-spaced stations.
The power and antenna height combination of a super-powered FM station
exceeds FCC class limits. Such stations
were authorized before the current class
limits were adopted and have "grandfathered" status.

NPR, the FCC stated, pressed it for
flexibility in how noncoms use their digital bandwidth; NPR does not expect to
see "aprofusion of commercial service
offerings" by noncoms and expects any
subscription or other services provided to
relate to the noncom mission. Public
interest groups believe NCEs should use
most of their digital bandwidth for nonprofit, non-commercial services. The
FCC is not making adecision yet but is
seeking comment on this issue.
TV CHANNEL 6
The FCC agrees with NPR that the
low power increase from an IBOC signal probably won't increase interference
to analog TV Channel 6 stations and
that the DTV transition may make this
issue moot. Therefore, no changes governing TV Channel 6 protection are
necessary at this time, the FCC said. It
intends to open a separate proceeding
on the issue.
Comment on this or any article.
Write to radioworld@imaspub.com.

KINTRONIC LDS INC.

FIVE-TOWER DA2 PHASOR CABINET WITH
COMMON POINT IBOC COMPENSATION
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Order in the Transmitter Shack
by John Bisset
The hornet nest that Harry Bingaman
discovered in the attic of his transmitter
building, pictured in the May 23
Workbench, is just the start of the season
of bees, it seems.
Greg Davis, Beaumont/Houston market engineer for Cumulus, encountered a
honeybee nest recently, but these were
not your typical honeybees.
After the swarm chased him to his car,
stinging him adozen times, the company
called in aprofessional beekeeper. When
the beekeeper got within 50 feet of the
nest, he was covered with the aggressive
bees.
One of the bees collected tested positive for being 26 percent Africanized
honeybee. While these bees were discovered in Texas in 1990, they were found in

the southeast part of the state in 2001.
The local Beaumont Enterprise newspaper covered the event and also has a
link describing what to do if you are
attacked. If you work in an area that has
become a habitat for these bees, you'll
find some of the tips listed in the article
useful.
Visit http://beaumontenterprise.com/
sitelnews.asp?brd=2287.
Greg Davis is the "electrician" referred
to in the article and can be reached at
greg.davis@cumulus.com.
* * *
Electricians will usually fill in the circuit breaker labels on the inside of the
breaker box door, but good engineering
practice will take that astep further.
Bob Drazba, a member of the engi-

thing is plumb, permanent hangei.
installed. Until then, if somethic.
to be adjusted, simply remove
bend the copper wire "hook."
Note that Lamar wire-tied app
cover to protect the temporary 1;
scratching the copper line. It's
things like this that make afacil>
Lamar Smith can be reg
lasmith@entercom.com.

neering team at the Entercom Scranton
cluster, used an electronic labeler to label
each transmitter breaker. Seen in Fig. 1,
the breakers can be identified quickly.
The market chief of this cluster, Lamar
Smith, also sent acouple of pictures of a
new transmitter facility that he and his
team completed. Fig. 2shows that all the
* * *
lines are level; it's apristine layout.
So how do you get everything to look
The hot summer is when we ,
so pretty?
conditioning the most; but wit
A laser leveling device, which shoots a humidity sucked out of the air,{
laser beam along the, length of aconduit
sate drains can fail.
or rigid line run, is ideal for implementFor ceiling-mounted air handing the components in a project of this
overflow can make an engineer's;.
type. But Fig. 3on page 12 shows anotherable. Heavy storms can lead
er, less expensive trick. Use temporary
leaks, further complicating your lit,
hangers made out of aheavy gauge of
Marc Mann of San Diego sen,
copper wire to adjust conduits or rigid
couple of links that could heir.
lines until they are level.
these indoor downpours shot
After all the lines are run and everySee LEAKS, par

Fig. 1: A label placed directly on the breaker makes identification easier.

Fig. 2: Level electrical and RF plumbing for a neat installation.
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Four independent channels of intelligent audio gain control
lnovonics has packaged four channels of smooth-

particular combination of long- and short-term level
correction yields consistent subjective loudness without

(PWM) technology for stable and transparent operation.

sounding audio leveling into a single rack space. The four
channels may be used separately for microphone and phoneline leveling, or may be selectively linked for dual- stereo or

resorting to excessive dynamics compression that can lead
to listener fatigue.

air' or out-of-limits condition for each of the four channels.

split mono/stereo program audio control.

Operation of the 264 is entirely program controlled, and

A unique combination of peak and average response to

user adjustments have been restricted to a bare minimum
for quick, set- and-forget installation. Operating entirely

program dynamics combines the gain- riding utility of a
gated AGC with the tight peak control of a fast limiter. This

within the analog domain, the 264 utilizes colorless Class- D
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Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
-Christian Vang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"
..liady Jeffreys,

"The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"

Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications

Meting
COO.,

10 11:1

e

-Mike Rabey

0 MS

Chief Engineer

%N.

Entercom Indianapolis

meru SELECTOR

www.tieline.corn
'Compatible with Comrex Matrix, Blue, Vector POTS Codecs Comrex is a registered trademark of Comrex corporation
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Leaks

IN PICTURES

Milking Time

Continued from page 10

occur. The first device is a Roof Leak
Diverter. This is a waterproof square of
plastic, designed to be hung under the
leak, using reinforced comer eyelets.

Radio has been a presence in the
American home and workplace from
its earliest days.
This photographic print, which
resides in the Library of Congress,
shows a milkman tuning in during
chores in 1923.
Steve Raymer of the Pavek Museum
of Broadcasting identifies the radio
shown as a 1921 Grebe CR 5. "The
antenna is very similar to the rare
Western Electric loop designed to
work with their 1922 model 4A superheterodyne receiver," he tells RW.
"The only difference is that the 4A's
loop has five sides while the one in the
picture has four. Everything else is
identical. The design of the Western
Electric loop is attributed to Carl
Englund and Arthur Haddock."
RW's Buc Fitch notes, "Vast numbers of farms across the great isolated
outback of America had no power and
people would take the rechargeable
radio batteries into town on ' errand
day' and swap them for charged ones
at the radio store."

And contributor Mark Durenberger
writes, "Since farmers didn't lead frivolous lives, there would be a reason
for having that unwieldy contraption
in the barn, and it probably wasn't
entertainment. Many early broadcast
stations began their decades of service
by providing agriculture information
to farmers who were otherwise disconnected from much of the world. That
information included ag news, commodity prices and weather. Listening
during ' chore time' may have been the
only opportunity a farmer had to get
that information.
"Once the country was ' electrified'
and engineers developed the ` plug-in'
radio — which early on was just a
power supply directly replacing the
batteries — the radio was turned on
much more often," he continued.
"Morning hymns and meal-time inspiration and entertainment became
expectations alongside the aforementioned fast-decay information."
—Paul McLane

Fig. 3: Heavy-gauge copper wire can be used to temporarily
hang lines, ensuring straight runs.
A garden hose connector is mounted to
the center of the plastic sheet. Once the
sheet is hung under the leak, a garden
hose can be connected to direct the water
outside, into a bucket, or to an indoor
drain.
Marc has kept one of these Diverter
kits as an insurance policy, and this has
paid off handsomely in the past.
As with all good products, they are
improved upon; the most recent addition
is adrop- in 2x4 foot acoustical ceiling
panel that is actually awater leak collector. The one Marc found comes with 25
feet of hose, ceiling clips and hose hangers. The Diverter kits come in different
sizes, to match your studio tile size. If
you maintain studios, consider picking
one of these up.

Happy Birthday Radio!
Radio grew up

444

Global Industrial stocks a variety of
these kits. Head to www.globalindustrial.com and search for " Roof Leak
Diverter" and " Ceiling Panel With
Drain."
Marc Mann can be reached at
mmann001@ san.rr.com.
The Global Industrial site that Marc
suggested will grab your attention. Lots

with
JE.NNIro

inside

Since 1942, the Jennings vacuum

of really cool stuff that engineers can use.
Got aWeb site that you'd like to share
with Workbench readers? E-mail the
address to me, along with afew words on
why you find it useful. I'm at
jbisset@bdcast.com.
** *
David Otey is a CPBE and general
manager of Azcar Training Systems. He
enjoyed the stories about Kevin Larke
and Dave Doherty and their creative use
of iPods/MP3 players. Both engineers
suggested using these devices as asource
of test tones or even emergency programming.
However, David raises a good point
that these devices could not be used to
source white or pink noise. David writes,
"Ever try to compress noise?"
Noise, by definition, is uncorrelated to
anything, so it can't be compressed.
That's why it's so important to keep your
audio and video as noise-free as possible
in advance of any digital coding stage.
Thanks for the clarification, David. He
can be reached at david.otey@azcar.com.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for 38
years. He is the northeast regional sales
manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit. •
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by John Bluet

capacitor has been renowned as
the standard choice for
transmitters worldwide
1111ber.

In 1906, Reginald Fessenden became
the first person to broadcast
words and music over radio waves

Tell us about your favorite radio history fact and you
will automatically be registered to win aVintage
Radio Visit us at
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custom switching apps and 5c heduled scene changes based on Boolean logic and stacking events? PathfinderPC software clocs

they want by pointing

all these things and more. But unlike HA/. 9000, it doesn't talk back to you.

— apretty intuitive way of
doing things. PathfincierPC

Nothin' but Net • Dicl you know you can plug aPC

Put that in your pipe • Howmmlydiscrete

software gives talent the

directly into an IP - Audio network to exchange audio? Can't

wires can aCAT 6cable replace? Well, aT 3data . ink has 44.7

same

do that with amainframe router. Well, you could add more

Mbps of throughput. But Axia networks' Gigabit Ethernet

can build custom " button

input cards to the mainframe, buy high- end audio cards and

linksgive 1000 Mbps of throughput between studios --- more

panels" to execute complex

run more wiring.., but with Axia, you just install the IP-Audio

convenience.

operations

with

You

just

one

river on any Windows

click. You can map these panels

than 22 times the capacity of aT 3; enough for 250 stereo

PC to send and receive pure digital
no sound card

on one skinny piece of CAT- 6. Use media converters and

to controller modules on Element consoles or to turret-

required or additional router inputs needed. The single-

optical fiber for even higher signal density. Think that might

mounted

stream version is great for audio workstations; the multi-

save alittle coin in amulti- studio build- out?

controls,

place

audio right through the PC's Ethernet port

channels per link — the equivalent of a 500- pair bundle

mini- applications

on

studio

computer screens, even run them on touchscreen monitors.

stream version lets you send and record 16 stereo channels
simultaneously -- perfect for digital automation systems.

Level

microphones go together like Homer Simpson and donuts.

Very

glance and you know whether an audio source is really
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• These green, bouncing dots built

into every Axia Audio Node are confidence meters. One

logical,

Captain •

Routing logic with

Unfortunately, so do preamps, mic compressors, EQ boxes,

audio used o ..) e as hard as performing the Vulcan Mind

de-essers — let's face it: most studios house more flying

Meld. But Axia makes it simple, converting machine logic to

saucers than Area 51. Asia helps clean up the clutter by

data and pairing it with audio streams. So logic follows

including mic preamps with our Microphone Nodes; not

audio throughout the facility on Asia's switched

bargain- basement units either, but studio grade preamps

Ethernet backbone. Eight assignable GPI/GPO logic

active— or just playing possum
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with headroom enough to handle Chaka Kahn. Phantom

ports, each with five opto -isolated inputs outputs,

power, too. And if you choose to use Axia Element consoles

are built into every Element power supply, so you can

in your studios, you'll find world- class mir processing built

control on- air lights, monitor mutes, CD players, DAT decks,

right in: vocal dynamics ( compression and de- essing) from

profanity delays, etc. Got more than eight audio devices?

th a audio processing gurus at Omma, plus three band

Add a OPIO node like this one wherever you've got gear.

é
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parametric EQ with SmartQ, available on every mie input.
AES yes

Rap on, Grandmaster.

'Push

to

play

Heavyweight

• You like your audio to stay digital as much

as possible, right? We get that; our AESiEBU Audio Nodes let

This

AXid

champion •

StudioEngine works with our Element Modular

Axia Router Selector Nodes are

you plug AES3 sources right into the network. Studio grade

Consoles the fastest- growing console brand in the world, by

really advanced selector and monitor panels that you

sample- rate converters are inside; anything from 32 kHz to

the way) to direct rnultiple simultaneous inputs and outputs,

can put anyplace you need access to audio streams. Like

96 kHz will work. Oh, ano there are 8AES ins + 8AES outs in

mix audio, apply EC), process voice dynamics, and generate

newsrooms, dubbing stations, or even the station's TOC, so

each node. Digital distribution amp, anyone?

multiple mix- minuses and monitor feeds on the- fly. To

•

you can monitor any of the thousands of audio streams on

make sure it delivers the reliability and ultra- low latency

your network at amoment's notice. The LCD screen scrolls

Brains in the box • Thetypical racliojockcares

broadcast audio demands, we powered the StudioEngine

through alist of available streams: the eight Fast Access keys

for studio equipment about the same as a five- year- old

with afast, robust version of Linux — so fast that total input

let you store and recall the streams you use most. There's

cares for apuppy: haphazardly, if at all. That's why we took

to output latency is just a few hundred microseconds.

even an input, for convenient connection of an analog or

the CPU out of our Element modular console and put it in

How can one little box do so much? There's ablazingly fast

AES device. Sweet.

here, with the power supply

Intel processor inside, with enough CPU muscle to lift a
small building. Strong and fast: Ali would approve.
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Tieline Sees the Power in Wireless
that audio over IP will be as important to
radio as the development of the Marti
was. Why?
Our Kevin Webb says this in reference
to wireless remotes. The Marti was the
first big wireless remote revolution but it
was only in one direction, was mono and
only 7 kHz audio, and was dependent on
line-of- sight so thus could not be used
outside of one's coverage area.
This new high-speed wireless capability is literally changing remote broadcasting history for the first time since the
Marti. Broadcasters can now do broadcast-quality stereo (or dual mono) audio
remotes from anywhere in the country

by Paul McLane
Tieline Technology has introduced 3G
hardware plug-in modules for its
Commander codec. At the spring NAB
convention it spent time with attendees
discussing how 3G networks are enabling
broadcasters to send wireless stereo FMquality remotes at bit rates comparable
with ISDN performance. The company
also has been actively monitoring developments in audio over IP. RW discussed
these topics via e-mail with Darren Levy,
Tieline's international marketing manager.
Someone said during the recent NAB

where high-speed wireless data is available back to the studio with no long-distance charges or minutes used ( when
using an Unlimited Data Plan). No more
borrowed phone lines, no ISDN lines to
set up, just show up, turn on the Tieline,
broadcast the remote and leave.
What developments in audio delivery
and wireless bandwidth should U.S. readers know about?
Wireless is the biggest and latest
development. Major cellular carriers are
in a fierce battle to provide high-speed
wireless data. Broadcasters win because
this gives them the ability to do "FMDarren Levy

RemoteMix 4

Introducing AField Mixer That's Outstanding In Its...um...Field
Combining afour-channel field mixer with afour-channel headphone
amplifier, aphone-line hybrid, auniversal PBX handset interface, a
wireless phone interface and Bluetoottr Wireless Technology to conned to cell phones and portables, the RemoteMix 4is ready to work
just about anywhere you are.
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Use it as aphone-line hybrid, calling into your studio talk show hybrid.
Use it as afront end mixer for your POTS, ISDN or IP codec. Or use it
as acombination broodcast/IFB mixer. No matter how you use it, you'll
find that it's an incredibly versatile mixer.
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Plus... IT SOUNDS GREAT! Asoft limiter prevents overdriving the
phone line interfaces, while the mixer XLR output is pre-limiter (full
range), meaning you have afeed for every need. Bass boost adds a
bit of low end before sending the signal down the phone line to provide
that " how'd you get it to sound THAT good over POTS lines" nudge.
There are convenient 3.5 mm send and receive jacks for recording the
show or mixing in your MP3 player.
The RemoteMix 4can be powered by batteries or the included AC
adapter, so you'll never lose aconnection - even during aloss in power!
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We think we've done our homework with RemoteMix 4. And it'll be in
your hands in plenty of time for the fall sports season.

JK Audio

quality" stereo (or dual mono) wireless
remotes using Tieline's high- quality
wireless systems.
As cellular carriers continue to
improve their wireless data speed and
coverage, eventually the majority of U.S.
broadcasters will be able to deliver
broadcast- quality audio remotes from
wherever they can get abroadband cellular signal, possibly by the end of this year
according to some carrier's predictions.
(Sprint has said 210 million people will
have access to higher speed wireless data
by the end of 2007, as an example.)
Wired Internet service providers are
also offering lower- cost, higher- bandwidth links allowing broadcasters to take
advantage by delivering audio over wired
IP networks such as the Internet, LANs
and WANs.
Telcos are now actively refusing to
supply "new ISDN links," which is forcing broadcasters to look at alternatives
methods to transfer audio.
Telcos are also actively converting
analog lines between exchanges from traditional POTS routing links to VoIP routing links to enable greater VoIP traffic
and respond to the price erosion introduced by Internet telephony. This will
ultimately force POTS codec users to
begin converting to VoIP and IP-based
packet switched codec technologies and
wireless remotes will eventually replace
most POTS remotes.
Give examples of how your company's
products are evolving to reflect these
trends.
Our third-generation G3 open design
platform recognizes that telecommunications networks will continue to evolve. By
adding relevant network modules to the
codec, Tieline customers are able to use
existing infrastructure such as POTS and
ISDN and transition into new networks
such as IP and 3G at avery low cost.
Tieline is the only codec in the market
to support most current network transports including wireless broadcast quality
audio over 3G broadband wireless cellular networks; IP, LAN, the Internet and
BGAN satellite networks; analog telephone lines commonly known as POTS
or PSTN links ( including leased 3 kHz
dry pairs); wireless GSM cell phone networks; ISDN BRI and Inmarsat satellite
circuits; and digital leased lines with
X.21 and V.35 interfaces.

TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

JK Audio, Inc Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 •wnw.jkaudio.com • info@ikaudio.com

Is the cellular network " ready for
prime time"?
See 3G, page 15
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The same question could have been
asked about ISDN and POTS networks
several years ago as emerging codec
technology sought to deliver broadcast
quality programming over challengingly
low bit rates.
To me, the real question should be:
"Are today's codecs equipped to deal
with lossy wireless networks and deliver
broadcast quality audio with low latency
and stability?" The answer is yes. This is
the new telecommunications frontier
which all broadcasters face, and this has
been Tieline's challenge for the past two
years.
The answer also lies in using more
modern algorithms that have been engineered to manage lossy networks plus a
delicate combination of network congestion management and forward error correction strategies using the UDP network

in the right order, packet switched networks can route packets in many different directions so that they end up arriving
at different times and often in the wrong
order. (Some don't ever turn up.)
Tieline has engineered arange of forward error correction and concealment
strategies to ensure seamless audio delivery over wireless networks.
Wireless network congestion occurs
when alarge number of people suddenly
require access to both the voice and data
channels in a given cell area. The cell
reacts by changing the bandwidth for
each user to ensure all users can get
access. This is quite different from circuit
switched ISDN and POTS networks,
where you are guaranteed the bandwidth
of your link. To manage this codecs need
to produce high-quality audio at low bit
rates so that there is enough headroom

for network fluctuation without interrupting the broadcast.
At Tieline we built our reputation in
the POTS market by specializing in
"prime time" quality audio over ultra low
bit rate networks.
As we noted, Tieline has been talking a
lot about audio over IP, and in particular
its platform for interoperability over IP
using SIP Why is it important to broadcast users?
When ISDN codecs were emerging,
most manufacturers designed proprietary
ISDN codec hardware.and software that
was incompatible with other brands.
Many large broadcasters were not prepared to rely on asingle codec brand for
their audio contribution links and they
purchased multiple brands.
With ISDN circuits being phased out

I

Radio World

in the next few years and the transition to
IP ahead of them, those same broadcasters (particularly in Europe) clearly stated
to codec manufacturers that they were
not prepared to go through the same pain
as the early ISDN years. They stated that
they would net purchase new codecs until
they could see anumber of brands develop astandard for interoperability.
The European Broadcast Union is an
organization dedicated to working with
broadcasters and manufacturers to develop global standards for audio and video
contribution. The EBU has recently
released adraft specification proposing a
standard, which includes Session
Initiation Protocol.
SIP is an application- layer control
(signaling) protocol for creating, modifying and terminating sessions with one or
See 3G, page 17

question should be:
'Are today's codecs
equipped to deal
with lossy wireless
networks and deliver
broadcast quality
audio with low
latency and
stability?' The
answer is yes.
— Darren Levy

protocol. Quality of service that prioritizes packets over the link is also advisable wherever possible.
In addition, Cingular, Sprint, Verizon
and Alltel are providing broadband data
access over their cellular network and
continue to improve wireless data speeds
and coverage each week. Right now, we
have been experiencing anywhere
between 64-192 kbps and in some cases
up to 256 kbps links over cellular broadband networks. Like ISDN, these speeds
are good enough to deliver high-quality
stereo audio. However these cellular network speeds are improving all the time.
Traditional algorithms such as G.711,
G.722 and MPEG L2/L3 were engineered for circuit switched networks
some 20-plus years ago. While wired IP
links with QoS will support them, we
find that these algorithms perform poorly
over wireless IP links that require low to
moderate delay over the open Internet.
AAC, AMR and Tieline Music were
engineered to cope with lossy networks
at low bit rates.
For example Tieline Music can deliver
15 kHz stereo at 64 kbps over awireless
cellular broadband network and there are
broadcasters all over the globe using this
every day.
Whereas circuit switched technologies
send each audio byte one after the other

All Roads Lead To HD Radio
BE Puts You AND The CFO In The Driver's Seat!
BE's FMi TSeries tube transmitters, with FM+ HD Radio power
levels from 15 kW to 50 kW, outperform everything in their class.
Our conservative, AC- to RF output efficiency specs make it easy
to calculate how much an FMi Twill save you in the long-term.
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Proprietary ESP error co ,rection yields unmatched spectral
performance. And no other transmitter complies as well with
the iBiquity mask - except, of course, BE's FMi solid-state sera
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Moving on Up to Digital Audio 3.0

July 4, 2007

The Big Picture

Digital Audio Technology Is About to Enter Its Third Generation
Show of hands: Who can remember
the launch of the CD format?
Yes, there are people working in our
industry today who weren't even born
when the CD was introduced. But those
with their hands up will remember how
the CD format set the table for digital
audio in general, with its 16-bit/44.1
kHz- sampled, linear PCM approach
becoming the standard format (with 48
and 32 kHz variants).
Let's call that era "Digital Audio 1.0."
For agood while thereafter we regarded this as the only way digital audio
could ever be done, and we got used to
its - 1.5 Mbps data rate and its healthy 10
MB per minute recording appetite. (And
that was back when 10 MB really meant
something, sonny.)
Like most well- established paradigms, there simply seemed to be no way

by Skip Pizzi

Early products in what Icall
the era of Digital Audio 3.0
include the Comrex BRIC system,
used in its Access codec line,
and the Telos Systems Zephyr IP
with Agile Connection Technology.
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•Parallel Connected
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•True Regenerative On- Line Technology
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•1to 6kVA Capacities
•19- Inch, 2U Rack Mount Models
•Optional Extended Battery Modules
•Input Power Factor Correction

28 Spring Lane, Suite 3, Farmington, CT 06032
Phone 860-507-2056 • Fax 860-507-2050
www.superiorelectric.com

to improve on it.
Nevertheless, two separate developments eventually changed our minds.
The first was perceptual coding (back
then it was usually called "data compression"), which allowed substantial reduction in those data rate and storage
requirement figures, without much audible penalty. This was a major breakthrough, and although it initially took
dedicated hardware to do it ( software
codecs for PCs came later), the cost savings and other functionality that it
enabled were well worth it. Call this
"Digital Audio 2.0."
Meanwhile, as storage became cheaper
and computers got faster, it became practical and cost-effective to go in the opposite direction for studio production — or
anywhere the transmission of digital
audio wasn't required.
Here the 16-bit/48 kHz barrier was broken, and higher resolution recording was
developed, eventually settling on 24-bit/96
kHz as one common new method for linear PCM mastering, and eventually for
distribution on DVD and SACD products.
Other formats of the sort were also
developed, including Sony's Direct
Stream Digital (DSD), which essentially
did away with the concept of fixing a
sampling frequency and resolution in the
original encoding. Because all these
approaches stem from the original linear
PCM encoding root, let's step backward
and call it "Digital Audio 1.5."
Perceptual coding didn't stand still
either, of course. While the studio environment may not have cared, anyone
interested in transmitting digital audio
still worried about keeping bandwidth
down and quality up.
So following the early days of apt-X,
Dolby AC- 1and MPEG-1 Audio Layer 2
(MP2), incremental improvements like
MP3 and AAC came along, and multichannel variations like AC-3 (Dolby Digital)
were added.
By this time, these codecs were corn-

monly available in software form, and
numerous other formats were developed
specifically for the consumer PC and
Internet streaming environment. These
too went through numerous upgrades
over time.
But anotable departure was made with
the development of parametric coding,
whereby instructions rather than actual
audio samples were encoded. The primary
example of this is its use in formats like
Coding Technologies' MP3 Pro or AAC+
(or the latter's standardized form, MPEG4HEAAC), which creates the instructions
for recreating harmonics in the uppermost
octave of the audio signal from the audio
samples of lower frequencies.
Another example is MPEG Surround,
where spatial instructions are extracted
from a multichannel mix and sent as a
small data signal alongside coded stereo
audio samples. This parametric concept's
mini-breakthrough allowed another substantial reduction in bit-rate requirements
— let's call it "Digital Audio 2.5."
As noted, at each of these points,
many have been tempted to consider that
things are as good as they can get. But
they've been wrong. Conversely, once the
next step is taken, the previous generation soon looks so "last year."
Witness the DAB format, which standardized early with MP2 as its audio
codec, but after aperiod of "what were
they thinking" analysis, has recently
added HEAAC and MPEG Surround in
its own DAB 2.0 update.
Crawl, walk, run
So much for the history lesson.
Here we are at Digital Audio 2.5, and
now most of us realize that there will be a
next step. Like most of those that have
come before, these advances are driven
not simply by academic curiosity but by
practical needs.
To wit: Today, much coded audio is
sent over the Internet, which is hardly as
hospitable atransport as anice, stable Ti
or ISDN line (with their guaranteed quality of service or QoS), or even a fixed
wireless or broadcast channel. Collisions,
congestion and other bandwidth variations come with the territory on such
"best-effort delivery" networks, which
were never intended to support real-time
streaming services.
Yet today the Internet and other "nonQoS" services are used far a huge and
growing amount of last-mile delivery of
audio to consumers, and even for an
increasing amount of contribution and
distribution paths by broadcasters.
It's the latter that's generating development of what may become Digital
Audio 3.0: The era of the "smart codec."
Ultimately, this could be broadly
deployed in the consumer delivery space,
as well, but at the moment it looks like
See 3.0, page 17
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more participants. These sessions include
Internet telephone calls, multimedia distribution and multimedia conferences.
Most telcos around the world have
standardized on SIP to create VolP connections between devices so it is logical
that the broadcast industry follows the
specifications of the telcos that we rely
on for our broadcast links.
Tieline and a number of codec manufacturers in Europe announced they were
implementing SIP to address interoperability concerns and Tieline has successfully tested SIP based connections with
Prodys, Aeta and the new Musicam IP-

enabled codees.
Having spoken to most codec manufacturers at NAB2007, Igot the impression that each manufacturer was willing
to implement SIP to create abasic framework for interoperability. Manufacturers
are yet to agree on the choice of algorithms suitable for packet switched networks; however the EBU specification
currently proposes G.711, G.722 and
MPEG 1/2 Layer II as mandatory for
interoperability, and AAC and MPEG 1/2
LIII are recommended; APT and AMRWB are optional.
The European Broadcast Union has
issued interoperability standards. What's
happening in the United States? And is it
reasonable to think that U.S. codec competitors will agree?

3.0

Idon't think American manufacturers
are under the same time pressure for
interoperability as European manufacturers. For example, in Sweden ISDN will
be significantly withdrawn from the market by the end of this year and other
European telcos are making similar noises for 2008-2010.
In the American market, Telos has
made the AAC suite of algorithm profiles
popular amongst broadcasters and the
iPod has made it ahousehold name (even
though the broadcast and iPod versions
are not compatible). This algorithm suite
has superior audio performance to the
MPEG Suite of algorithms plus it supports profiles for handling lossy networks. It is also capable of working over
both high and low bit rate networks and
with AACLD, can deliver lower latency

I Radio World

1P STLs
WorldCast Eclipse
WorldCast Eclipse

At last! An IP audio codec that offers areliable, DSP-based
platform and automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability.

Also Available:

APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility and choice offering
IP, X.21N.35 and ISDN interfaces and aselection of popular coding
algorithms including Enhanced apt-X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4MC,
G.711 and G.722

WorldCast Horizon
Bidirectional stereo audio codec offering
Enhanced apt-Xover IP

All the features you expect from aprofessional broadcast codec are
supplied as standard: analog and AES/EBU I/0s, adjustable silence
detection, alarm ports, contact closures, speed dials, embedded
auxiliary data and many more...
Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is straight-forward
and simple thanks to APT's powerful
and intuitive Codec Management
System (CMS). Offering extensive
real-time management of multiple
codec units, the CMS enables
alarm monitoring, logging and
performance monitoring as well
as configurable user and audio
profiles.
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Multi-algorithm audio codec with both IP & X.21N35
interfaces

WorldNet Oslo
Professional, Modular Audio Multiplexing Platform offering up
to 14 stereo channels over T1/ El or IP links with Enhanced
apt-Xor linear audio. Built-in redundancy, automatic back-up
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for multi-channel STLs.
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from www.aptx.com.
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than the MPEG Suite.
Ibelieve American manufacturers have
a preference for interoperability using
AAC. We understand why and we also
think this is agood idea.
Therefore at this stage it is not clear
how much of the EBU draft proposal will
be followed by American manufacturers.
At NAB Iunderstood American manufacturers to be interested in interoperability using AAC at 32 kbps, 64 kbps
and 128 kbps sampling at 48 kHz at a
basic level, then adding SIP as a signaling layer.
As Tieline has already implemented
SIP with the MPEG Suite of algorithms,
we will also support the proposed AAC
interoperability.
Comment on this or any article. E-mail
radioworld@imaspub.com.
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just what broadcasters need for costeffective remote backhaul — or other
real-time audio contribution/distribution
applications — from anywhere that reasonably broadband Internet connectivity
(wired or wireless) or 3G mobile IP links
are available.
This new coding generation builds
upon the efficiencies of Digital Audio
2.5-era codecs, but adds adaptive control
that continually optimizes the encoding
based on its monitoring of instantaneous
conditions on the network.
An early example of this approach
emerged in the Comrex BRIC system
(found in the company's Access line of
products), and more recently a second
entrant has come from Telos Systems,
with its Zephyr IP ( or Z/IP) device.
Perhaps others are yet to come.
One way that these systems deal with
the high jitter and packet loss that arises
from network congestion is through the
use of relatively long buffers, but these
can add considerable delay (on top of the
inherent propagation delay through the
network). This can pose a problem for
many broadcast applications, such as
two-way conversations.
The Comrex BRIC allows the user to
set the tradeoff between buffer length and
delay, while the Telos Z/IP system automatically and dynamically optimizes for
minimum delay using a variable- length
buffer that tries to add no more delay than
it needs to cope with the current network
conditions.
To pass audio through such adynamic
buffer without audible artifacts, avariable
time-compression algorithm (" squeeze/
stretch") and some other clever concealment techniques are used.
So, like the advances that preceded
them, today's emerging systems use
unique combinations of existing and new
technologies to achieve their groundbreaking functionality, thereby bringing
us to the next level of quality, efficiency
and robustness for digital audio. Soon
they will make their predecessors look
primitive in retrospect.
Of course, someday these new devices
will appear archaic themselves from subsequent breakthroughs, and so on. Such is
progress.
But for now, these emerging "Digital
Audio 3.0" products set the bar pretty high.
Surf's up — get ready for the next wave.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. de
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Let's start with asimplified overview
of how PSD is, or soon will be, generated; see Fig. 2.
Just like audio programming, PSD will
be generated from avariety of sources:

Take aPage From the PSD Cookbook
Program Service Data: A New

ing. You can find it online at http://psd.
publicbroadcasting.net/cookbook.html;
you'll see many references to specific
Cookbook chapters throughout this article.

Generation of Local Public Service
by Riccardo Ruotolo

and to the work the Consortium is doing to
help public radio stations address them.
The centerpiece of our work is our PSD
Cookbook, based on 18 months of
research, testing and conversation-manag-

The author is director of IT for
Public Radio International
Think of it as tiny scrolling
billboards for your station:
fields of text that appear in a
window on your listener's HD
Radio receiver. The industry
term for this text stream is
Program Service Data or PSD.
At a minimum, a PSD
stream can describe what's
currently playing on the air
— a basic consumer expectation in the
digital media world.
But PSD can be much more. Essentially a new text-only format, it can be
used to support avariety of other priorities: underwriting/advertising, membership ( for public stations), promotion,
branding, public service information and
more. Think stock quotes, sports scores,
weather, traffic or Amber Alerts.
Want to see for yourself what PSD can
do? Check out the Virtual PSD Demonstration at http://psd.publicbroadcasting.net to see arange of local PSD applications, in this case for public radio. You'll
see how they correspond — or, perhaps
more important, don't have to correspond
— to what's currently playing on-air.
PSD truly represents anew dimension
of local service. The PSD Consortium,
led by Public Radio International and
funded by CPB, was created to help facilitate the efficient and effective launch of
PSD across the public radio system.
This article provides aquick guide to
PSD issues at the station level, applicable
to both commercial and public stations,
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How PSD works
Like your on- air inventory, your station's PSD inventory will need to be
approached strategically from both a
workload perspective and a clear programming philosophy.
Because PSD strategies potentially
affect the work of every department, it's
important not only for engineering and ops
staff but also for station management, programming, development/sales and Web
staff to be up-to-speed on PSD basics.
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Fig. 2: Overview of how PSD is, or soon will be, generated.

• National program producers will provide program- and segment- level
descriptive text to accompany their
audio programs
•PSD for your local programs will need
to be created by station staff, just as
similar descriptive text is currently created for your Web site
• PSD text that is not directly related to
programs may come from the outside
(a Web site, for instance) or from internal sources ( e.g., your marketing
department)
At the heart of PSD implementation is
apiece of equipment that we refer to as a
Text Scheduling Unit, or TSU.
Think of it as an automation system
for data, instead of audio. This device
receives PSD text from your audio
automation system or from other sources.
The TSU stores that text and schedules it
to be broadcast at the appropriate time in
synch with your audio broadcast.
According to your schedule, the correct PSD is then transmitted to the PSD
Importer, where it is joined with other
data such as PSD for second or third
audio channels. This "bundle" is transmitted to the Exporter, where it is
matched up with the audio stream(s) and
sent on for broadcast.
On the consumer end, the HD radio
receiver separates the digital broadcast into
the audio stream and the text stream. PSD
text appears in awindow on the receiver
along with Station Information Service
(SIS) text. At present, PSD text is limited
to two fields of 64 characters each; it can
be updated as frequently as you'd like. SIS
text is static, and is typically used to display call letters and frequency. You can see
both the SIS and PSD fields in Fig 1.
See PSD, page 20
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Broadcast Electronics Inc
Tel: (217) 224-9600
www.bdcast.com
bdcast@bdcast.com

Total Radio. Guaranteed.
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Adoption of HD Radio at the Top 25 Radio Groups
Total
Stations

Owner
Clear Channel*

HD
Licensed

HD
On Air

Licensed

HD
% On Air Multicasting

1,133

Multicasting
24.2%

CBS Radio

44.3%

Entercom

45.6%

Cox Radio

21.5%

Univision

13.3%

Citadel **

4.7%

Radio One

1.7%

Cumulus ***

0.3%

Emmis

56.5%

Bonneville

51.6%

Salem

0.0%

Greater Media

55.0%

Spanish Broadcasting System

0.0%

Lincoln Financial

11.8%

Saga

89

19

21.3%

18

20.2%

Regent

68

26

38.2%

20

29.4%

4

Entravision

47

17

36.2%

15

31.9%

4

Journal Broadcast

35

11

31.4%

10

28.6%

Liberman

21

ABC/Disney

48

1
25

4.8%

1

52.1%

19

0.0%
5.9%
8.5%
0.0%

4.8%

0.0%

39.6%

0.0%

Multicultural

0.0%

Inner City
Lotus Communications

4.2%

NextMedia

/.4%

*Includes all of the stations that are planned to be sold
**Includes the ABC stations Citadel is purchasing
***Includes Cumulus and Cumulus Media Partners stations.

Data is from BIR Media Access Pro and includes Ibiquity information.
Companies are ranked by total revenue.

The HD Radio Bottom Line
Total Licensed

On the Flu-

finando!
netwerli

Market Penetration
Uni.tedStates
13,837 8111 & FM Stations
(excludes LPfills]

Numbe o
FM Stations
Multicasting:

Last Month,-

licensed by lbiquity
and on the air

licensed by lbiquity
and not on the air
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PSD
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Technology Interface: This is, of
course, the area that is changing the most
rapidly; it's tough even for the Consortium
members to stay on top of changes that are
sometimes occurring daily.
But as of this writing, two pieces of
equipment are necessary at the station
level to make full PSD implementation
possible and manageable: an automation
system and the TSU ( which may simply

1

I. Ile

Exporter

it

Text

.

Text

PRI has taken the lead within the PSD
Consortium in proposing a specific
"grammar" for fields in XML (acommon
programming language) to cover a wide
range of potential station uses, not only
program title, segment, song, artist, etc.
but also underwriting/advertising spots,
forward promos, pledge messaging ( for
public stations), and more.
We're currently in enthusiastic conver-

on your listener's radio.

Programming Code: A critical component of public radio's PSD food chain
will be the widespread adoption of aconsistent but flexible text format that producers and stations can use to create
PSD, and that automation systems and
TSUs can read.

go.

Importer

Fig. 3: At the heart of PSD implementation is a piece of
equipment that we refer to as aText Scheduling Unit.

we believe, is leaving a blank screen

be acomponent of your current automation system or may be astand-alone solution such as Broadcast Electronics' The
Radio Experience or Unique Interactive's
ManDLS).
As with most technology, the hardware
and software needed to get this work done
are likely to become more efficient, userfriendly and inexpensive as the technology
evolves. You can read amore detailed discussion of technological issues in the
chapters "PSD Implementation Overview" and "Station Services Implementation" of our PSD Cookbook.

"Ii

Ieuplus other dala secs ices

Continued from page 18

What are the issues?
So what does it take to implement PSD?
The issues sort themselves into four
main areas: the necessary technology, programming code, expense and staff time.
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sation with automation system manufacturers, who assure us that their systems can
currently (or will shortly be able to) interpret our recommended XML specification.
Others in the PSD Consortium are
playing key roles in supporting this recommended coding system. Public
Interactive has created aprototype extension to its PI Composer tool to deliver
program-level PSD for station schedules,
as well as song-level PSD for PRI's classical music service "Classical 24," in the
XML format. PRX has successfully prototyped a modification to its producer
interface to generate PSD in our proposed XML spec for all of their programming offerings.
See the sidebar for more tools developed by this project.
You can view our entire proposed
XML specification (along with our recommended practices) on this Web site.

See the "Suggested PSD Field Descriptions" chapter of the PSD Cookbook for
program, segment and song- level fields,
and the "Station Services Implementation" chapter for fields not related to
programs. If you are not likely to be
involved yourself in the coding of text
fields ( though see Workload, below,
because you might be surprised on this
one), we hope you'll encourage the
appropriate colleagues at your station to
take alook at this XML specification and
let us know their thoughts and concerns.
Direct Cost: This is one of the biggest
questions, especially for station managers: What is PSD going to cost us?
Let's cut to the chase: An "entry-level"
stand-alone TSU costs about $500. An
automation system costs anywhere from
a few thousand dollars to tens of thousands, depending on the features you
require. Additional software required to
support TSU functionality can be added
to many existing automation systems. At
this time, such add-on software modules
cost from $500 to $2,000.
Obviously, high-end equipment and
software for very advanced applications
cost more, but that's within your control.
Workload: Ah, the other big issue. The
good news is that the workload for PSD is
largely scaleable, based on the PSD applications you choose to implement. The bad
news, if you choose to look at it that way,
is that the most sophisticated uses of PSD
clearly are going to be time-consuming
and may require the involvement of
departments beyond engineering and ops
in the coding and scheduling of text.

ni

PRI-PSD Suggested Program Fields
Standardized, open- license, XMLbased text fields for data associated
with public radio programming. The
basis for most of the other tools
below.
The PSD Cookbook
Recommended implementation
practices for PSD in public radio.
Virtual PSD Demonstration
Flash animations demonstrating
more than 60 unique PSD events
along with corresponding audio.
The PSD Wild
A fully interactive Wiki for stations
to share PSD implementation tips and
tricks.
PSD Financial Template
A downloadable MS Excel spreadsheet for estimating PSD implementation costs.

XML Schema and Document-Type
Definition Tools
Automated tools to " vet" XML
PSD messages for compliance with
PRI-PSD.
C24 and PI Composer Tools
Tools from Public Interactive
allowing Web-based delivery of station-specific PSD with hour-by-hour,
segment-by- segment and song- level
detail.

IMMINEEMIel

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

Tools Developed
Through the
PSD Standards
Project:

PSD XML Widget
Downloadable tool converting local
PSD promos, underwriting and PSA
messages into PRI-PSD.

*1011181.
1

Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing- related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, %A/WV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

For the most basic level or PSD — say,
program/segment information for national
shows and program title information for
local programs — very little time is needed. We're hopeful that with an XML language in place, top-line PSD information
for the national shows will be ready to
"plug and play" shortly. After investing in
aTSU, station staff will simply enter in
their program schedules and the appropriate descriptive text once, since program
schedules are static (though obviously if
programs in the line-up change, the TSU
will need to be updated).
Segment- level information for national
shows will obviously be the next hurdle
for program producers, but the workload
described above should not change radically for stations as this level of PSD
information comes online.
Greater detail in local PSD content,
however, is adifferent story.
See PSD page 22

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax ( 310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

Metadata Mapping Tool
Correspondence of fields among
PRI-PSD, PBCore and ID3; designed
to foster interoperability among various PSD schema and other external
applications.
PRX Tools
Prototype delivery of content to
stations that includes PRI-compliant
PSD as companion data to audio files.
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AM/FM Analog or HD Radio'
High Power AM
HD Radio'

Audio Consoles

Systems and Service

solution provider.

Broadcast Studios

Intraplex Transport

is atrademark of iBiquity [/ git31 Corporation

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully
modular construction.
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ZX1000, 1 kW tri mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.

Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

FlexStar HDx exciter-the gold- standard
for FM and FM- HD exciters, featuring
RTAC ( Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.
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OPTIMOD 9400-AM Digital
No-compromise, independent, multiband processing
for analog AM and digital radio—in one box!
For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major- market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even
better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two-box configuration.

www.orban.com
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PSD

PAD vs. PSD

Continued from page 20

Song/artist-level information for local
programming, for instance, may take a
significant ongoing investment in staff
time since not all media sources provide
compatible descriptive data (older CDs,
for instance); afair amount of PSD content would need to be hand-entered. The
introduction of PSD for forward-promotion or fundraising/advertising-related
purposes adds yet more levels of detail
and complexity for staff.
We predict that other departments at
the station beyond engineering and ops
will need to dedicate staff time to learn
the XML spec and the TSU scheduling
process, in order to take over the "care
and feeding" of the PSD inventory that
relates to their department.
But we're here to help public radio stations with that, too. Since writing XML by
hand is time-consuming, the Consortium
is working on auser-friendly, Web-based
tool (in beta version) for converting your
desired PSD text into our recommended
XML format automatically, making crossdepartmental involvement with PSD afar
more practical option. Please see our PSD
Cookbook chapter " Station Services
Implementation" for more detail on the
potential impact of XML coding on station workflow.
You'll need to devote acertain amount
of cross-departmental staff time, just as
you do with your on- air inventory, to
determining the appropriate proportions

Program Service Data, described in the accompanying article, is the name of the
"service" described in the IBOC protocol stack (NRSC-5-A) that embeds text into
each broadcast digital audio stream. The text carried over the PSD service is a
member of the class of Program-Associated Data because it is information that is
related to the audio stream.
PAD is amore generic term used to describe information related to aprogram
stream. PAD information can be carried on PSD or other any number of data services that might be broadcast within an HD-R environment. PSD contains PAD
information such as title, artist and album.
Other HD data services may evolve in the future to carry aricher set of PAD
information. The PRI PSD Consortium — working to develop aconsensus vision
and voluntary standards for first-generation PSD services on public radio stations
— proposes ahierarchy of PAD information that could be transported via PSD or
another data service.
The consortium is made up of Public Radio International, Public Interactive,
Public Radio Exchange, NCAM/PBCore, WGBH/Boston, KUVO/Denver and
Chicago Public Radio. It also proposes that this data be assembled and transported
from the point of production, through the public radio network to the stations that
ultimately transmit the information.

of PSD "avails" for each station priority
(such as forward promos or underwriting/advertising credits). You'll also need
to determine the appropriate volume of
PSD messaging overall that you believe
remains consistent with your station's
values. After all, PSD is programming
content, just like the content that goes on
your air and on your Web site.
Are we ready to launch?
As a system, public radio is close.
Some stations are "hand- hewing" their
own systems for PSD, but that shouldn't
be necessary for too much longer.
As the final product of our CPB-fund
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T'ENGINEERING EXTRA
Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio industry's top resource for credible, high-tech engineering
information, is going high-tech itself! Subscribers
can now choose to receive their issues in adigital
format, delivered right to their desktop. The digital
edition contains all the same great articles of the
printed edition, with bonus live web links and rich
media content.
To start receiving your digital edition of Radio
World Engineering Extra, fill out the form at
http://www.radioworld.comisubscribe/rwee/digital/.

Sign-up Today!

ed project, our PSD Cookbook of recommended operating practices is designed
to make it possible for any station to
launch basic PSD within six to 12
months. We hope our XML specification
is well on its way to becoming the industry standard (voluntary, of course).
But are you ready to launch PSD? That
DIGITAL

is, of course, your call. The more ambitious your PSD goals, the more complicated the implementation becomes. But
we hope that you'll make it apriority to
begin providing at least abaseline of text
information as soon as possible. Getting
started is inexpensive, relatively easy and
very important. You can always get more
sophisticated over time.
Please read through and comment on
our PSD Cookbook documents, and —
most critical of all — start the conversation at your station about PSD and your
listeners. The biggest PSD mistake you
can make, we believe, is leaving ablank
screen on your listener's radio.
The PSD Standards Project is a CPBfunded initiative to develop and define a
consensus vision for first-generation PSD
services on public radio stations, and to
investigate, develop and promote a set of
best practices and voluntary standards for
the system. Research and testing is conducted by the PR! PSD Consortium:
Public Radio International, Public Interactive, Public Radio Exchange, NCAM/
PBCore, WGBH/Boston, KUVO/Denver
and Chicago Public Radio. Visit the project
site at http://psd.publicbroadcasting.net.
E-mail the author at rruotolo@pri.org.
RW welcomes other viewpoints at
radioworld@imaspub.com.
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Future of HD-R Affiance Not Clear
by Leslie Stimson
ORLANDO, Fla. Now that the HD
Digital Radio Alliance has completed its
original mission — rolling out HD-R in
the top 100 markets and selecting formats for HD2 channels — what is its
future? And will the radio industry invest
more money in promoting HD Radio?
Alliance President/CEO Peter Ferrara
told RW many of these issues have yet
to be decided but that promotion of HDR must continue.
Several commercial radio broadcasters formed the alliance in 2005 to accelerate the rollout of HD Radio. Current
members are major groups and station
owners including ABC Radio in Los
Angeles and Minneapolis, Beasley
Broadcast Group, Bonneville International, CBS Radio, Citadel Broadcasting, Clear Channel Radio, Cumulus,
Emmis Communications, Entercom,
Greater Media and WBEB(FM) in
Philadelphia.
Originally the alliance was chartered
for two years; that period expires in
December. Some programmers assume
that the "gentlemen's agreement" among
members under which HD2 stations do
not compete against each other will be
lifted; that remains to be seen.
"At this point, the assumption is that
we still have work to do and it would be
expected that we would continue,"
Ferrara said, "but that is to be formally
decided later in the year as we get closer
to the start of '08. As to how do we move
forward, do we open it up to different
types of memberships and associations?"
He characterized the decision as "a
great opportunity for us to revisit and say,
'Okay, now where do we go from here?"
A recent Bridge Ratings study found
that less than 1percent of terrestrial radio
listeners say they listen daily to HD
Radio, equating to about 450,000 weekly
users, compared to nearly 15 million

subscribers to satellite radio and 57 million weekly Internet radio listeners.
Asked about this, Ferrara pointed out
that the survey was nationwide, not just
in the markets where stations have converted to HD Radio. If it had been the
latter, he said, the outcome would have
been different. "If they called somebody
in Waco, Texas as part of that survey,
we're obviously not going to get alot of
coverage there:' he said.
"But having said that, nonetheless we
still have along way to go in terms of
growing consumer demand/interest in
HD Radio:' he said. "We've only been at
this for about 15 months, while satellite's
been at it for seven or eight years. At the
end of the day this is all about content."
Cool devices, great price points and
retail distribution are fine, he said, but
what really matters is "when the consumer turns on the radio — if what they
hear creates a 'wow.' If it does, then wow
equals win. If they don't, then we're
going to shoot ourselves in the foot.
"My focus right now is great content
and promotion. We need to take this to
the next level to get consumers excited
about it."
Should radio pony up money for
national TV advertising?
Ferrara stressed that HD Radio is not
a national service. "When companies
feel the time is right — and we may be
getting close to that time — they will
begin to market HD-R and HD2 channels the same way that they do their
main channels. Whether that's television, newspaper, billboards or the
Internet, they'll begin to do it," but
IBOC needs to be locally promoted.
"For us to run an HD Radio ad in
'24; it would be cool to see that, but
that's not what's selling radio," said
Ferrara. "What's selling radio is local, so
local stations are the ones that have to
start promoting their individual channels
and content."
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Digital or Analog — Millenium broadcast

Only Radio Systems' clocks and timers

StudioHub+ makes every jo L faster

consoles provice the best mix of

offer total flexibility with Time- of- Day,

and more complete with CAT- 5—

features and value available.

Up-Timer, Down-Timer, Master and

the universal wiring medium.

With STANDARD mix- minus, remote

Slave operation built into every unit.

Use broadcast's first and only wiring

control, talk- back, clocks and the best

For accuracy, flexibility and depend-

standard for your next analcg or digital

warranty in the industry — Radio

ability — count on Radio Systems' GPS

installation. StudioHub+ makes every

Systems' consoles are in control

Master Clock and Timer systems.

job faster, and every job fully analog

at thousands of small and large
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market stations.

Radio Systems lets you

Control

your audio with Millenium 6,
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18 analog and digital broadcast consoles. A full range of features and

options are available to route arid mix the largest studio configurations.
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The perfect multi- line talkshow system
for use with up to six phone lines.

TWOx12

Make fast-paced production and high quality conferencing
asnap with this 12 line on-air phone system.
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SERIES 2101
The world's only talkshow system especially designed to
meet the challenges of integrating large connected
broadcast plants.
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Our most flexible standalone talkshow system...ever.
This self-contained 12 line system includes 4hybrids and
is offered with Livewire Audio-over-IF and either analog
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Cluster Demos Satellite Use for Remotes
by Tony Lopez
Last year the Clear Channel Radio
cluster in Pueblo, Colo., with the help of
the satellite division in Denver, was able
to do live remotes successfully from a
major Southern Colorado event directly
into its studios.
The purpose was to explore satellite
use for remotes. For this reason, the link
had to perform exactly as a microwave
link would during a customer remote.
The remotes were part of an exploration
of satellite technology.
The two-week event gave Pueblo stations KCSJ(AM), KGHF(AM), KPHT
(FM) and KDZA(FM) agood opportunity
to test the transmit and receive equipment
needed for live satellite broadcasting.
The satellite trailer was centrally located, providing easy access to our four station locations.
The equipment used for our remote
link is shown in the accompanying box.
The DAC required aline input, so the
Behringer mixer was used. ( Note: The
line output from aMarti or other similar
receiver could have also been used.) Both
a wired and wireless mic were plugged
into the mixer.
The UHF wireless mics did not perform well initially due to obstacles at that
location. However, when the receiver was
elevated above the satellite trailer, the
two AM sites were able to use them. The
FM stations used the hard wired mic

Fair Grounds
Dish size: .96 m
Transmitter: 25 Watts
ComStream DAC 7000
CDM 600L Modem
Behringer Mixer UB802
(for line input to DAC)
Studio
Dish size: 1.8 m Fly Away
Receiver: ComStream 202
Satellite used: AMC 4 (Ku Band)
Studio receive signal quality:
14.2 EvNo

The event gave stations including KDZA a chance to test transmit
and receive equipment for live satellite broadcasting.
located in the satellite trailer. Studio
functions (Prophet/ACU Switching) were
controlled using wireless laptop computers, which has been standard procedure at
remotes for Pueblo.
There is a delay of approximately
650-700 ms. So the key is not to add any

Radio, television,
production, or stadium
announce. Whatever
the application, the
Model 200-series of announcer's consoles provide consistently
excellent performance. With five models to choose from,
everything on your "wish list" can easily be handled. And
while each unit provides aunique mix of features, all share
acommon core: great audio quality, asimple user interface,
and reliable operation.
To see which Model 200-series product is right for your
application, give us acall or visit www.studio-tech.com.

TECfge..1
,8GIES
INC,.

Specs

Skokie, IL USA IPh 847-676-9177

www.studio-tech.com

additional delays to the signal you are
receiving at the studio. For this reason,
the audio output from the ComStream
202 receiver went directly into the ACU
switch, which was activated using our
wireless laptops.
If your downlink is to another location
other than the studio and you're having to
ISDN back to your studio, additional
audio delay time will be encountered.
The 'real thing'
We have many outlying areas where
we could sell additional live remotes
using satellite technology where STL
links and wireless are weak and spotty
with dropouts. In many cases the customer does not want his phone line used
and frowns upon use of acell phone for
remotes. He wants the real thing.
This event was the perfect opportunity
to test the waters, with adirect satellite
link to our main studios.
The satellite dish for radio remotes
would be smaller in size and would only
require 4-8 watts of transmit power. It
easily could be attached to any luggage
carrier of aremote vehicle. A dedicated
receive dish at the studio is desirable.
Total costs for remote equipment and
studio costs would be in the neighborhood of $28,000. If you shop around, you
can do it for less.
Satellite for radio remotes, although
not new to radio, has alot of promise for
customer remotes. Most stations don't
want to deal with the initial expense and
satellite time costs. Satellite time can be
negotiated and there are package plans.
The other issue is the audio delay
(650-700 ms), although some wireless

phone equipment using cell technology
has similar delays in many cases. To
eliminate the echo, the headset can be
plugged into the mixer so you only hear
yourself. If you have wireless IFB gear,
you can silence the live portion of the
broadcast. Even the old Comrex Buddy
system would work if you happen to have
one lying around.
When you are using wireless laptops
to control studio functions as we do in
Pueblo, the air talent can see where he is
during the remote and activate the next
event when ready, making the audio
delay almost transparent.
Conclusions
The satellite equipment was easy to
use. Setup was easier than using conventional RPU transmit equipment. There is
no hurry-up mask, tripods or bent antennas to deal with.
With the auto align satellite dish, air
talent simply push the align button when
the satellite is found and the button turns
green. Push the button again to park the
satellite in the home position.
Several live spots were done with our
AM and FM stations during the 10-day
period without any technical problems.
The audio quality was excellent for the
AM and FM stations. The audio delay
was not an issue.
If your company is working on adisaster plan, a portable sat that can be
quickly mounted on a vehicle with a
fixed dish at the transmitter site may be
something to consider.
The author is chief engineer for the
stations mentioned as well as
KCCY(FM), all in Pueblo. Contact him
at tonylopez@clearchannel.com.
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Write to RW
Send e-mail to radioworld@imaspub.
corn with "Letter to the Editor" in the
subject field; fax to (703) 820-3245;
or mail to Reader's Forum, Radio
World, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church,
VA 22041.

The world's best on-air microphone - period.
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"This mic is unbelievable. Ihave worked with some
of the most expensive microphones in thebroadcast
industry and none, Imean NONE compare to the PR
40. Ihave received reports from stations all over the
world about the amazing audio quality of this mie."

this microphone. We replaced our old microphones, which

— GREG HEMMINGS

wsis-Tv NEWSCHANNEL 10

by the way were considered to be the industry standard,
and the difference is like night and day"
— DUSTY STREET
FREED RADIO STUDIO
ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME
S RUS SATELLITE RADIO

"The Heil PR 40 is incredible. There is absolutely
nothing better on the market and I've had the
opportunity to use all the standards over the years.
"I am not the most technical guy in the business, but after

The difference is really remarkable."

.32-years in the broadcast businet, Iknow microphones. I

— PD MICHAEL " SHARK" SHARKEY

plugged in the PR 40 straight into the board wfthout any

WSUN FM 97X
COX RADIO TAMPA I3AY

processing and it absolutely blew me away. Without adoubt
the PR40 is the best broadcast microphone ever deifeloped."
— MIKE MCKAY
BRAVO MIC COMMUNICATIONS
KVLC 101- GOLD FM
KXPZ ROCKET 99 5FM

11E11.
soup"

Heil Scund Ltd.
www.heils3und.ccm
info@leileound.com

618.257.3000
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Audessence Processors

APT Site Identifies Broadcast,

Use 'Sure-Level' Algorithm

Licensing Services

UK start-up Audessence debuted arange of professional levelers for various price
points and applications. Each model uses "Sure-Level," areal-time algorithm that the
company says boasts alarge capture range and unobtrusive response.
The rack-mount ALPS- 1has a tamper-proof front panel, and features failsafe
relay-bypass in case of power failure.
The ALPS-2 adds ergonomic control from the front for live applications. The
ALPS-3 includes additional remote interfaces (IP, GPI) and Real Time Clock plus
scheduling/daypart software.

APT debuted a Web
site it says provides information to customers,
potential customers and
Audio over IP,
those interested in audio
Ti/El.
coding and codecs. The
Leased Line,
site is intended to give a
ISDN, Satellite
distinct identity to each of
&Microwave
APT's two business areas:
Broadcast Products and
Licensing of Intellectual
Property. APT says it also
creates a showcase for
product and technology
offerings.
The site can be accessed at www.aptx.com and is said to be easier for customers to
navigate.
The Broadcast Products section gives advice on audio network configuration for
studio-transmitter links, inter-studio networking and remotes, as well as technologyspecific information for audio transfer over IP and Tl/E1 networks.
The Licensing section includes aTechnology Portfolio detailing the types of apt- X
algorithms that are available under license to pro audio, consumer audio and broadcast OEMs. It also gives advice on applications and explains the process of requesting alicense.
PT has incorporated free demonstration software downloads and PDF guides
offering information such as APT's "Practical Guide to IP Audio Networking,"
which reviews IP networks and their implications for real-time audio transfer.
For more information, contact APT at (800) 955-APTX or visit www.aptx.com.

P-Solo Ribbon: Wide Range,
No Phantom Power
True Systems is shipping its P-Solo Ribbon
single-channel mic preamp. The company says it
produces sonic results with vintage or contemporary ribbon mics as well as dynamic mics.
Like its sibling the P- Solo, this model uses
balanced, transformerless circuitry. The manufacturer says it is built with military-grade handmatched components and delivers an undistorted
response that dips to 1.5 Hz and reaches to 500
kHz, and offers wide dynamic range with transient response and low noise.
Features include high-pass filtering, dual analog outputs, high- impedance instrument input
and four-level metering.
The P- Solo Ribbon has no phantom power,
which True Systems says is unnecessary for and
potentially damaging to ribbon mics. Also, it has
higher input impedance and gain capability than
other True designs, which the company says
makes it immune to sonic variations caused by ribbon resonance frequencies that
alter the output impedance of the ribbon microphone at those frequencies.
The P-Solo Ribbon retails for $745.
For more information, contact True Systems in Arizona at (520) 721-2735 or visit
www.true-systems.com.

IA '11i lj til
Name: Ken R. Deutsch
Writes about; The human side of broadcasting
Experience: Six years in radio and TV, 23 years running acommercial jingle
studio and more than two decades writing for Radio World
Formerly wrote under the name of: Ken R.
Learning Experiences: Returning to college after a35-year absence, volunteering for Make-A-Wish Foundation
Quote: We can't possibly understand life so we may as well enjoy it."

Radio World's pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like Ken Deutsch. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.

ALPS-2
Audessence says PodBlaster crams the power of its bigger brothers into ahalf- 1U
size. Features are the same, and arange of accessories is available.
Each processor includes switchable pre-emphasis protection, and comes preloaded with nine factory presets covering level control applications, which can be
selected under local or remote control.
For more information, visit www.audessence.com.

RCS Updates HD Importer With TCP/IP
The most recent version of the RCS HD Importer audio data and delivery system
for HD Radio has been released; it is based on the Ibiquity Version 2platform. RCS
says it enables radio broadcasters greater control over HD channels.
In this version, GPS synchronization is not necessary for rhythm with the exporter.
Importer 2 is based on TCP/IP, which,the company says provides stability.
Additionally, Importer 2uses the same WAV driver model that NexGen Digital uses,
which allows users to employ the same driver over an enterprise.
Users also can create second and third channels by telling the Importer what bandwidth to allocate to aspecific channel and picking asound device to capture audio
from. RCS HD Multicast Importer has PSD support for NexGen Digital, which RCS
says ensures title and artist information land on the radio's display.
For more information, visit RCS in New York at ( 914) 259-4729 or visit
www.rcsworks.com.

Parrot Offers Bluetooth-Enabled
File Transfer
Netherlands- based
You/Corn offers the Parrot
ENG flash recorder for news
and sports reporters. No PC
is required. It also serves as a
communication device for
file transfer or live reporting,
when used in combination
with a mobile phone. By
implementing the Bluetooth
wireless interface in the
Parrot, areporter is able to
communicate with equipment and networks already
at his or her disposal.
Once the Parrot is paired with amobile phone, the user can press the Go button to
send afile to a server in the studio. This audio file includes the following header
information: time and date stamp, name of the reporter and radio station, number and
length of take, bit rate, sample rate and markers.
Recordings are stored on aremovable SD memory card in MP3 format, for four
hours of recording on a 256 MB memory card. Telephone interviews also can be
recorded.
Each button has one function. It has professional connectors, an XLR for mic or
line and a6.3 mm jack for the headphones, atrue limiter, and batteries that the company says last for 10 hours.
Though acomputer is not required, reporters can use computers to edit longer stories. By connecting to the USB port of the Parrot, audio files on the Flash card can be
accessed. In such asituation, the Parrot functions as an external sound card. The mic
and headphones remain connected to the same professional connectors, allowing the
reporter to edit and play back the piece.
During live reports with areporter codec, pre-recorded items can be included. Prerecorded items can be played when using aregular reporter codec for live reporting.
In this case, the Parrot's line input is used.
For more information, visit www.youcom.nl.

NEW DIRECTIONS. NEW DEFINITIONS. NEW DEVICES.

Th cNAB Radio Show promises to deliver aone- of- a- kind

Discover what's hot, what's not, and how to boost your sta-ior's

networking opportunity for station professioials representing

success this 7ear.The NAB Radio Show focuses on:

all formats and market

sizes —

plus an exhibit hall showcasing

technologies, tools and solutions you won't find anywhere else

• New Directions — Find out how new technologies are
changing your markets and get insight on what works

Ar- ive with adesire to reignite radio and yot.'11 leave with

(and what doesn't).

an education designed to ensure that you and your station
connect with the next-generation marketplace and understand

• New Definitions — Gain insight into how PPM will
revolutionize the way you define and track your audience.

everything from HD Radio- to multicasting.

• New Devizes — Go Digital. Discover multicasting,
wireless data text options and hear station success stories.
Register today for the -nost important week in radio at
www.nabradioshow.corn.

"The NAB Radio Show technical sessions are ve•yvaluable
for engineers.This year's RF Safety Course alone covers
issues of extreme importance to all practicing engineers."

Talmage Ball
Vice 'resident of Engineering
Bonneville Internat.:canal

THE NAB
September 26-28, 2007
âNC LUDES
SESSIONS Al

Charlotte Convention Center
Charlotte, North Carolira

CGNVENTION

www.nabradioshow.con,

Tech Updates
ea•
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Unwelcome Visit Prompts Console Upgrade
Its Old Board Ruined By a Mouse, Station Selects

input channel has adedicated, dry-contact, push button switch on the front panel
for remote start issues. These contacts terminate in aDB connector on the rear panel. Ichose to use two of these buttons and
aseparate Broadcast

A `Small Console With Big Features' by Broadcast Tools
by Michael Bradford
Owner
Bradford Broadcast/
Audio Services
JACKSON, Mich. This adventure
began on a cold, snowy morning in
March when Iwas awakened by atelephone call from John Sebastian, the ops
manager and morning person at WMMI
(AM)/WCZY(FM) in Mount Pleasant.
The good news was
they were on the air, but
the bad news was that
their main console had
lost the left program output channel and at least
one input channel.
John was able to patch
into the production room
for just such an emergency, so Ihad amoment
to down some coffee and
toast before heading out.
I fired up the VW
Michael
Jetta TDI and let it warm
up abit, as the station is about II
7miles
from my office. After 300,000 carefree
miles, it appreciates a little loving care.
In just over two hours, Ipulled into the
studio on Wing Road and went inside.
Damage control
Ilearned the whole story from John,
and when Iopened the lid on the console
Ifound evidence of Mr. Mouse and his
apparent party inside the console.
Seems that bad boy had chewed his
way up and into the console via the
wiring access holes in the console bottom-plate. He also chewed several ribbon
cables, and left other "evidence" all over
the circuit boards. The damage to the output board was the worst, with damaged
wiring and otherwise ruined IC sockets
and connectors.
Ispent some time trying to clean up
the mess, but to no avail. The damage to
the sockets in particular was too bad to

repair. Igrabbed acup of coffee and sat
down with the manual to make a list of
what was needed to get the console back
in working order.
About this time, Iremembered aconversation with Paul at BSW about anew,
small mixer from Don and the gang at
Broadcast Tools. Ihave used many
"tools" from Broadcast Tools over the
years, but Ididn't know it was working
on asmall console.
Sure enough, Paul told
me BT had brought a
proto-type ProMix 12
down to Tacoma to show
everyone. Paul forwarded
the preliminary information he had in about two
minutes and Ibegan sifting through the features.
What a delight. Here
was asmall console with
big console features: separate program and audition output busses, asepBradford
arate mix- minus output
for atelephone hybrid, one input dedicated to such a hybrid, three microphone
inputs with monitor-mute, multiple monitoring capability, a "booth" output with
level control and talk-back.
Later that afternoon, Igot acallback
from the mouse-damaged console manufacturer with acost estimate for repairs
and replacement circuit boards. It became
evident that my best recommendation was
to go with the Broadcast Tools ProMix 12.
Mouse-proof
The station employed satellite programming for agood share of its broadcast day,
so Iwould have more than enough inputs
with the ProMix 12, plus alot of features
that required outboarde equipment with
the previous console. No more outboard
level- matching amplifiers, because each
line input channel on the ProMix 12
comes with alevel-select switch accessible right on the rear panel to choose — 10

Product Showcase
Model RFC- 1B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Sine Systems

615.228.3500
mom infOnnation: www.sinesystems.com

dBu
or +4 dBu
"broadcast" level.
Line inputs are stereo, and
the three microphone channels have input
trim pots and jumpers internally for monitor mute selection. You can monitor program and audition levels with the easyto- read LED bargraph VU meter. The
various monitor select and assignment
switches are clustered to the right-hand
side of the console for easy access.
Inputs are selectable balanced or unbalanced 1/4- inch TRS jacks. Microphone
inputs and main outputs are XLR jacks,
and there are even microphone processor
"insert" jacks plus remote microphone
functions available at aback panel DB
connector.
As WCZY does not use a separate
announce "booth," Ichose to use that dedicated output to feed the control room
guest headphone cluster; level control
built right in and selectable sources at
your finger tips.
Iwould like to mention that each line
TECH

Tools 8 x
1switcher for seldom-used input sources, and
aspare BT 6 x 1switcher for aseparate
monitor input from the various satellite
direct feeds as well as AM and FM off-air
sources.
The ProMix 12 is quiet, and provides
many features not found on other "small
footprint" consoles. Its solid steel cabinet
makes it RF resistant, and certainly
mouse-proof.
Ihave made alist of other clients who
can benefit from such aconsole. The one
recommendation Imade was to re-locate
the headphone jack so as to provide anice
writing pad space on the front panel.
The ProMix 12 retails for $ 1,599.
For more information, contact Broadcast
Tools in Washington state at (360) 8549559 or visit www.broadcasttools.com.

e

UPDATE

Millenium Digital I/0s
Are AES/EBU Capable
Radio Systems says its
Millenium Digital console is now
AES/EBU capable on every input
•
and output, and performance has
been enhanced with 10 fully programmable mix- minus outputs
and aserial interface to third-party equipment.
Other added features include analog or digital capable on every channel; 10
extra auxiliary output busses; 32-bit resolution; sample rate conversion on every
input; and new front-panel styling.
Every mix-minus bus has aconfigurable "secondary" setup for automatic off-line
and alternate mixes triggered by channel on/off mode, GPI and front-panel selector
switches. Connect multiple consoles via amulti-drop RS-232 port for remote console setup and management of up to 99 consoles from one PC or via the Internet.
The Level Trim feature lets users set and trim input and output levels to within
.1 dB resolution. Plug-in daughter cards allow channel-by-channel selectable analog or digital input support. Cards can be added or swapped in the future as the
studio's digital inputs grow or change.
Each channel module features independent A/B inputs, three stereo output
busses, programmable cue bus, fader start control, cue-on detent fader option and
LED lighting.
For more information, including pricing, contact Radio Systems in New Jersey
at (856) 467-8000 or visit www.radiosystems.com.
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SmartMixer Works Town Hall
A T-MX351 Keeps Citizens' Questions Loud,
Clean and Clear During Presidential Debates

vides continuous room ambience in a
broadcast application. Additionally, this
feature is cascaded throughout the linked

by Laurence Estrin
President
Best Audio
STUDIO CITY, Calif. Best Audio,
founded in 1980, provides high-profile
special events with production technical
management services.
We have used Audio-Technica
SmartMixers in acouple of unique situations, including the official Town Hall
Meeting Debates presented by the
Commission on Presidential Debates,
featuring interactive discussions from 80
to 100 citizens seated in acircle on the
stage with the presidential candidates —
specifically the Town Hall meeting
debates with President Clinton and
Senator Dole, President Bush and Vice
President Gore and President Bush and
Senator Kerry.
Iintend to be use AT-MX351s again in
the Town Hall debates of October 2008.
The SmartMixers allow 30 to 40 microphones to be placed within the seating
area of the citizens questioning the candidates. There are times when the interaction between the candidates and citizens
goes so fast it would be impossible for our
FOH and broadcast mixers to keep up
with who is on which microphone.
Using the SmartMixers allows us to
have the cleanest possible broadcast and
sound reinforcement audio for both the
house sound system and the live broadcast by not having to have more open
microphones than are absolutely necessary for the event.
We also have used the SmartMixers to
include audience reaction microphones for
television comedy and game shows where
the producers want the "on mic" laughter
and giggles of the audience, while running
the sound system at high levels.
The SmartMixers open and close the
mic audio so efficiently that they allow
the air mix to stay clean — you do not
hear the sound system folding back into
the reaction microphones — while giving
the producers the broadcast sound they
need to, covey the feeling of being there
to the worldwide television audiences.
Inputs, outputs
The AT-MX351 is easy to set up and
operate, all the while using aminimum of
rack space. The microprocessor-controlled,
automatic switching, five-channel mixer
offers four microphone inputs that are
XLRF-type balanced, with 48 volt phantom power available on pins 2and 3. The
aux input is an RCA jack accepting auxiliary-level input from sources such as tape
decks and VCRs. There is no signal processing of the aux input. The mixer output
is XLRM-type balanced, non-inverting.
The SmartMixer provides an independent gain control on the front for each
input channel. Gain reserve and adjustment range permit microphones of differing sensitivities to be used together. The
automatic threshold setting on mic/line
channels ensures proper gating levels for
existing ambient sound conditions.
The mode of each mic channel can be
switched independently via the front panel's Priority Pre-Select DIP switches. The
combination of switch settings results in

three modes of selection/operation.
In any of the three modes, when everyone stops talking, the last microphone
"on" will remain "on:' This feature pro-

mixers so that only one mic in the system
remains on.
The front panel also has controls for
power, master level and aux in; selected

I Radio World
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channel LED indicators; output level
LED meter; manual mode switch, which
bypasses automatic functions except limiting and NOMA if selected; and lockout
LED indicator.
The NOMA system helps to control
feedback by allowing for the increase in
system gain that occurs when the number
of open microphones increases. A matrix
in the SmartMixer recognizes how many
mics are on and adjusts the gain accordingly.
While Ihave yet to use it, the company
also recently released the eight-channel
AT-MX381 SmartMixer.
The Audio-Technica SmartMixer
retails for $799.
For more information, contact AudioTechnica in Ohio at (330) 686-2600 or
visit www.audio-technica.com.

The cash-machine formerly known as
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as
Google AdSense for Audio.

RevenueSuite, asource of additional income for radio stations, promises to be
even more so in this incarnation as AdSense for Audio, thanks to the power
of Google technology. And when you combine that with the industry's most
innovative station automation products— SS32 and Maestro — you'll understand
why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk about the
future of radio stations with renewed optimism.
At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to
help you run your station more efficiently and profitably than ever before.
Visit www.google.com/ads/asaudio to find out more.

Go gle
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WUSF Upgrades to Router-Based Audio Engine
Pubcaster Goes HD, Replaces
Analog Consoles with Logitek's
Audio Engine, Mosaic Systems
by Michael O'Shea
Chief Engineer
WUSF(FM)
TAMPA, Fla. In February 2003, WUSF(FM) became the first
public radio station in the USA to begin IBOC ( HD Radio) transmission.
In preparation for digital broadcasting, WUSF spent quite abit
of time and money upgrading our STL, exciter, processor, etc., for
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FM TRANSMITTERS
All transmitter powers with the best
.
quality price ratio

NEW EM 5000 S
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•Improved design with three
independent 2 kW power
amplifiers, exciter and control
unit in one 19" rack cabinet.
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WUSF's Mosaic Control Surface

'Solid-state FM 5kW transmitter.

•Redundant design.
•Record in memory of events and
alarms.
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•Programmable automatic power
control as energy saving feature.
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•Fold back SWR protection
system.
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MT/MR PLATINUM
•Studio to transmitter link system.
•Link transmitter with 20 W power
output.
*Available in frequencies from 200 to
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands.
'High stability oscillator.
'LCD screen display for parameter
selection and readings as follows:
-frequency (6digits).
-forward / reflected power.
-modulation level.
-pilot signal ( 19 KHz) sampling while in
transmission.
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.Audio inputs: mono
balanced, stereo
(MPX), and 3 SCA.
'Fold back
protection.

OMB AMERICA
telephone ( 305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA
http://www.omb.com
usa@omb corn

S\A/R

OMB EUROPA
sales and costumer service
telephone 976-504 696
fax 976-463 170
Avda. San Antonio. 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
http.//www.omb.es

factory
telephone 976-503 580
fax 976-503 855
Camino de los Albares, 14
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza. ESPAÑA
europa@omb.com

IBOC operation. It became time to tackle the studios
once those upgrades were complete, and the first
things we wanted to upgrade were the consoles.
WUSF moved to our current facility in 1989, and
we had been using the same analog consoles since
that time. The consoles we purchased in 1988 for
on-air, production and news operations were large
and expensive, and unfortunately they also turned
out to be _unreliable.
Ispent agreat deal of time over the years cleaning switch contacts that were corroding and had to
deal with less- than- stellar tech support from the
manufacturer. Also, the old analog architecture of
those consoles made it difficult to route our audio
sources to the places they were needed.
For us, an upgrade to arouter-based digital console system was the answer.
My first step in console shopping was to ask my
peers what they thought. Iposted a question on
Pubtech, apublic radio engineering list server, saying Iwas thinking about switching to arouting system console, and asked for their recommendations.
The majority of responses led us to Logitek.
Iwas already familiar with Logitek. Ihad purchased an analog console from Tag Borland,
Logitek's president, in the early 1980s. It got moved
around over the years and we finally retired it about
five years ago, but that console was alittle workhorse
and was very reliable. Based on our experience with
Logitek along with the recommendations of other
engineers in the industry, we decided to purchase
Logitek's Audio Engine routers and consoles.
Making the switch
Approximately two years ago we began the digital conversion in our studios. We decided to replace
the analog consoles two at atime over athree-year
period. The first conversion was to our production
room, used for live performances, and our main onair room.
Last summer Icompleted the second set of production rooms, one of which is used with our Donis
studio to produce "Florida Matters," aweekly public affairs program. This upgrade was made possible by agenerous contribution from amost gracious
donor. This summer Iwill finish conversion with
the installation of a third Audio Engine and consoles for our news department.
As an NPR affiliate, WUSF has a large, awardwinning news department. Our total FM staff is
approximately 35 employees, which includes two

news anchors and five news
reporters. One of the new
Mosaic consoles will go into
our live production room,
replacing aNumix that will
become the news on- air
console, with the second
Mosaic going to the news
production room. Needless
to say our news staff is
awaiting the upgrade to their
operational facilities.
It's abit of amisnomer to
call these products " consoles." They're really just
control surfaces that tell the
router what to do. The
faders and switches on the
control surface don't pass
audio therefore adirty fader
won't degrade audio quality.
The routers have been centrally located in our engineering core and are linked
with fiber. All of the subordinate gear in the studios —
CD players, MD decks,
monitor amps, etc. — are
wired back to the core with
Cat-5cabling through punch
block connections.
My shared sources, such as ISDN codecs and
network receivers, are split up and connected to two
Audio Engines, but because of the system architecture those sources show up on every engine and
therefore all consoles. Having this routing ability
reduces the number of outboard distribution amps
and patch bays, saving time and money.

reduces the number of
outboard distribution
amps and patch bays,
saving time and money.

Installation of the Logitek consoles was fast. I
usually have to do the work alone, and if Ipre-make
my cabling while awaiting the arrival of the Logitek
equipment, installation of anew console only takes
about aweek. It actually takes longer to gut the old
studio equipment than it takes to install the new
digital systems.
John Davis and Andy Klarer of Logitek's tech
support have been right there for everything Ineed.
There's a bit of a learning curve with digital consoles but with their help, things go smoothly. When
Icall them with aquestion concerning the writing
of acommand or trigger, the answer comes back
right away. Ihad been used to fighting for tech support with the manufacturer of our old consoles; not
the case with Logitek. It's obvious to me that
Logitek has aphilosophy that the sale is never complete without on-going responsive tech support.
Logitek consoles are cost-effective too. In 1989,
we spent $60,000 for two analog consoles. Today I
can buy a router and two digital consoles for
$52,000. When you consider what the 1989 costs
represent in today's dollars, the cost savings are
remarkable and there's no comparison for the flexibility Ihave today.
For more information, contact Logitek Electronic
Systems in Houston at (800) 231-5870 or visit
www.logitekaudio.com.
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SAS ICM-32
Offers 32 Talk/
Listen Keys
Sierra Automated Systems says its
new ICM-32 is more than an intercom. It
is acommand and control center for producers, directors and editors that can be
integrated into the company's 32KD digital router/mixer and Rubicon series of
consoles, with features including signaling, call answer and dialup.

The ICM-32 offers 32 talk/listen keys,
each with dynamic four-line eight-character display, that enable the user to listen
to multiple sources at atime; adjust their
individual listen level; and talk to each of
those sources such as acontrol room, talent, intercom station, ISDN, four-wire
remote or phone hybrid.
Operating features include source (listen) and destination (talk) dialup; group
talk; party line; pages for more than 32
talk/listen at one time; store and recall of
pages for different shows or productions; and on-the-fly temporary reprogramming of akey.
Hardware features include analog and
IP connectivity including operation over
the Internet; front- panel mic; speaker
and stereo headset jack; line- level rearpanel analog I/O and GPI; and expansion panels.
The ICM-32 is rack- mount; SAS says
desktop and console mount stations will
follow.
SAS also added anew series of alpha
display dialup and pushbutton modules to
the Rubicon series of consoles, as well as
new features. Automatic mix-minus has
been expanded to include ISDNs and other two-way shared devices in TOC. Show
Control saves and recalls settings on the
console such as source select, button
assignment, pan/balance and mode.
For more information, contact Sierra
Automated Systems in California at (818)
840-6749 or visit www.sasaudio.com.

DAD Supports
General IP
Console, Router
ENCO Systems has new options to
provide control for certain digital IP
audio consoles and routers from several
manufacturers into its DAD product line.
The options allow broadcasters to configure, connect and control new IP-based
consoles and/or console router combinations with DAD automation systems.
Additionally, broadcasters quickly can
integrate IP routers and consoles with
their DAD systems.
ENCO's IP console and router options
support audio consoles and routers from
manufacturers such as Axia, Harris,
Logitek, SAS and Wheatstone. The new
option is available now with DAD version 5.2a and later.
For more information, contact ENCO
Systems in Michigan at (800) ENCOSYS
(362-6797) or visit www.enco.com.

X-Mixer Has LED Switches, Penny & Giles Faders
The Xtreme-Mixer digital audio console from Arrakis Systems comes in 10- and 14fader versions supporting up to 10 analog, 10 digital and two to four mic inputs. It has
three mixing busses; stereo cue; monitoring for acontrol room and studio;
and atelephone interface for on-air talk shows and off-line recording and communication.
The X-Mixer features Penny & Giles slide faders, LED illuminated switches and stainless steel shafted headphone and monitor
volume control potentiometers.
Additional highlights include LED digital timer and timer control, metering for the three output busses, selectable input levels and
fader and off-line mix assignments. The chassis features two-part
epoxy finish for scratch resistance. There are six-position remote selector switches for input selection, and a telephone mix-minus selector
between PGM, AUD and offline mix.
The X-Mixer has alist price of $5,495 to $6,995.
For more information, contact Arrakis Systems in Colorado at (970)461-0730 or visit www.arrakis-systems.com.

1.818.840.6749

www.sasaudio.com

As abroadcaster, you make aserious investment
to get (and keep!) your programming on air. Hut
often the real value of the hrIradeasti ng components and software in your station are measured
by more than price and feanires alone.
Sometimes the true benefits are found in the
quality. integrity and experience of the people who
bring them to you.

It's not just wha
but who delivers
SAS has been serving, supporting
and supplying innovation to broadcasting for zo years. And in that
time our evolving technologies have
consistently led the industry.
Why? Simple. We listen to our customers.
Solve problems. Invent new ideas.
From digital routers to console control surfaces,
from intercommunications to systems integration.
SAS provides comprehensive and competitive
broadcast engineering solutions that are intelligent,
reliable and expandable for broadcasters large
and small.
How can we help you?
Call us. Well deliver the goods.

/',/‘
SAS

zo years of listening.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS
20

years of innovation.

Look who's talking now.
ABC Air America Bonneville Clear Channel CBS l)isney ESPN Moody
NPR Pamal Radio One Spanish Broadcasting System Westwood One
And more than moo major market and smaller radio staions and broadcasters across
the country and abroad depend on the expertise of SAS. Shouklni you?
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Axia is built around the " Livewire"
standard, which is a protocol for transporting audio over IP networks. A driver
can be installed in your on-air and proprogram output between studios, and you
duction computers that eliminates the
Denver Radio Co. Likes Easy Wiring, Lack of
can configure profiles for any scenario
need for expensive audio cards and drops
Central Router and Livewire IP Audio Protocol
you might think of, which can be loaded
the audio directly into the network via
to make any console "on-air" ready in
Ethernet.
When the driver is loaded, it looks to
by Mark Smith
so the wiring was the correct length and
seconds.
Director of Engineering
ready to go when we mounted the equipThere are no direct connections to the
the computer just like any standard audio
console. Audio enters at 1RU rack units
card, so it works with any audio producDenver Radio Co.
ment in the racks.
tion software. Most automation compaIknow what you are thinking: Cat-5 that have eight inputs and outputs, and
computer cable for audio? Iwas used to
becomes anetworked source that can be
nies are collaborating with Axia to proDENVER Ihave installed numerous
vide Livewire output with their system.
consoles in several studios in the last 20+
years from just about every manufacturer.
The driver that comes from the automation companies gives the computer on
Iwas used to installing audio consoles
which it is loaded 16 stereo ins and outs,
with big bundles of good old reliable wire.
Iran across the Axia system at an
but you can get a single-stream version
for audio workstations.
NAB show afew years ago, and at first I
It is nice to see an audio computer
was not sure about installing aconsole
with no audio card, but it's even nicer not
that's essentially a computer on an
to have to use a 1/8 inch unbalanced
Ethernet LAN. It took me awhile to get
audio jack to feed your professional
my head around an audio board that had
no wires running between the studio and
audio system.
Telos is now including Livewire on the
master control. But after a while Igot
Zephyr Xstream, its latest phone systems
past this old-line kind of thinking — and
and Omnia audio processors. Other
Iam glad Idid, because Igot achance to
equipment makers are catching on as
do something that not everyone gets to
well. Some of these devices don't even
do: build two new radio stations from the
need audio connections — just a power
ground up.
cord and a 100Base-T Ethernet connecThe Denver Radio Co. purchased two
tion to your Axia network. You can con"move-in" stations, and we built the stufigure them through your Internet browsdio facility with all new equipment moster without even having to visit the device
ly from Axia and Telos. We had little
in person.
time to install the studios, less than 13
The days of having to go to the studio
days from the time the studio and master
Smith, shown with the Axia system, likes that Axia networks
and hook up wires, and saying "no" to
control areas were finished to the day we
have no central router to fail: Every console, audio node and router
had to go on the air.
individual operator settings, is now over
is a stand-alone unit. This offers great risk distribution.'
— and the transition is virtually painless.
Fortunately, Imade the decision to go
with Axia. The system arrived about a
As more equipment manufacturers begin
made available to any console and
to include Livewire connections, life will
become part of any profile.
get easier and easier.
Wiring is easy. Idon't have a single
From day one, the air talent just came
DA or punch block in the building. When
in and started playing the hits and Ihave
Italked to Rod Graham at Arrakis, which
had exceptionally few questions or operagot past that. Category cable is twisted so it
built my studio furniture, he wanted to
tor problems. It is an extremely powerful
know how big the hole for the wire needoffers excellent rejection to noise.
system, but for the operator, exceptionaled to be and how many punch blocks I ly intuitive and easy to learn. Every
needed. He thought Iwas joking when I change is as easy as browsing the
said Ijust have one small cable from the
Internet, and Ican quickly change apromonth before we had to start the instalstandard audio cable, but soon got past
console and no blocks at all. Sorry, Rod,
file for any reason.
there isn't anything there other than afew
After making the jump from installing
that as well. Category cable is twisted so
lation.
Iset up and pre-configured the system
it offers excellent rejection to noise, and
wires for monitors and headphones.
traditional audio systems to IP networks
Axia's newest console software prowith Livewire, Ican't imagine installing
in my house along with my IT manager,
the audio is all balanced so we have had
vides EQ for all sources, and great audio
Lee Damschroder, while we waited to
no trouble with noise even though there
astandard audio console again.
is an FM transmitter right next door ,processing for each mic source, with
For more information, including prictake possession of the new studio suite.
This saved us many hours when "crunch
(which Ihad to filter out of speakers and
compression and de-essing capabilities
ing, contact Axia Audio in Cleveland
several other things). Ihave never heard
similar to the familiar Symetrix 528E.
time" came, requiring us to get the stuat ( 216) 241-7225 or visit www.
dios built and on the air in ahurry. Icanit in the Axia system, or on our air.
Plus, the Axia microphone nodes can
axiaaudio.com.
not imagine having gotten the first three
Additionally, the impedance of the
take anything from microphone to line
level, and provide phantom power. There
of our five studios installed in such short
Cat-5 wire is close to the 110 ohms preComing up in
order if we had decided to use aconvenferred for AES runs.
is really no need for an outboard mic
tional system.
With Axia, every new audio node or
processor anymore, which eliminates
other equipment that is Axia-aware autoeven more wire and is another box in the
matically shows up on the network whenline to either fail or induce noise into
CAT-5 for audio?
The process of setting up the Axia sysever it is plugged in. As we fired up new
your mic channel.
Codees, Telco &
nodes, they would appear one-by-one and
Best of all, these settings can either be
tem wasn't hard, but it was different than
we were used to.
we'd make routing assignments. Ibuilt
permanently associated with the source
Internet Transport
Lee and Iworked out agood numberthe KSYY(FM) studio in one afternoon,
or loaded as part of aspecific show proAugust 1
ing scheme for all the sources, which are
and it was ready to go on the air. Ican't
file. This means you can make customized console settings for any jock,
unique to each studio and the master
say it would have been that easy had we
control room. This included numbering
chosen another console manufacturer and
which can include individual microphone
the console outputs and audio nodes,
had to run wires to each channel.
processing, board layout and source EQ.
Studio Acoustics,
and developing an IP address scheme to
The days of live off-the-air monitoring
have passed, but the Axia guys have a
allow us to identify each Axia compoConsider this
Design & Furnishings
nent and audio source through the
There are several great features the
solution for that too. You can select an
September 1
browser interface.
Axia system offers. Here are afew things
Omnia processing preset and additional
It only took ashort time to learn how
to consider when you decide to build
EQ for the headphone monitor channel,
to configure the consoles and audio
your next studio.
so that on-air talent can still enjoy "super
stun" in their headphones while you
nodes, and after a few days we became
Axia networks have no central router
Automation &
process your station's sound separately.
pros at setting up the system. After that,
to fail. Every console, audio node, router,
Ialso have noticed that audio throughinstallation became "plug-and-play," as
etc. is a stand-alone unit. This offers
Content Management
out the system is super clean, likely due
every console source, profile and input
great risk distribution. In the event that
October 24
any one of these devices should fail, it
to reducing or eliminating digital converhad been configured.
sions and keeping everything in the same
Ialso spent several evenings fabricatwould be a local failure and would not
format.
ing XLR-to-RJ-45 connectors with Cat-5 jeopardize the system. It is easy to move

Stations Go Livewire Route With Axia
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BROADCAST FURNITURE

What differentiates Omnirax from other furniture manufacturers is our uniquely balanced blend of style, funcionality
and ergonomics, our excellent collaborative custom design ability and our fanatical attention to detail.
Omnirax has been making bold statements in Broadcast Furniture for the past several years. We have experienced
ameteoric rise from avirtual unknown in the Radio industry
to the " Engineer's Choice - in just afew short years with the
introduction of the Innova Line. A heartfelt thanks to all our
cLstomers!
The essence of the Innova Line lies in combining modular
components with custom tailored shapes to fit particular
requirements of On-Air, Production and Imaging Studios.
Cable raceways are integrated into the structural design to facilitate wiring and create locical access points
throughout. Conventional casework and cabinetry is produced so that an entire facility has aunified look and feel.
0:Tinirax works directly with Chief Engineers, Program Directors, Architects and Station Owners to provide intuitive
and custom solutions at near- production prices.
When you begin planning your next project please call us and : et us help you get the furniture you want.
We can make this part of the project go smoothly, and the sooner we are involved the easier tfts becomes.

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both sides of the console."

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and
looked beautiful. Iexpect to be outfitting many
more facilities with Omnirax."

"I was impressed with the excepiional care given
packaging for shipment. A few very large and
potentially fragile components made it cross-country
completely unscathed."

"I m blown away!"
— Dave Williams, Director of Engineering
Clear Channel San Francisco

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax to everyone."
— John Buckham, Project Engineer, Entravision Communications

Omnirax P 0 Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393
www.omnirax.com
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satellite feeds. It was fairly easy to fill a
12-channel, 36- input console in a brief
period of time.
The modern digital studio creates
more options, and the flexibility of the
to route and share audio sources between
NetWave console coupled with VistaMax
all studios, and drives the NetWave conallows Commonweath facilities to reduce
soles in each studio. It is apowerful tool
the number of direct channels required
that gives each studio access to sources
for each console. Our typical NetWave
in every other studio.
configuration uses several channels from
While the VistaMax
automation and hard drive systems, two
platform provides
utility busses for phones and satellite
the flexibility
feeds, and two microphones. Each
and agility we
NetWave can recall sources from
need for
ou r NetWaves in other studios. This unlimited access allows us to use the smaller
digital
eight-channel NetWave consoles, which
studio
offer excellent value considering the low
configuprice point.
rations, the
Our Elizabethtown market —
ease of instalWKMO(FM)
and
lation was a WTHX(FM),
WRZI(FM) — is achieving similar sucmajor benefit, as

Commonwealth Converts to HD With Harris
by Steve Newberry
President
Commonwealth Broadcasting
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Commonwealth Broadcasting owns and
operates 22 stations in four
regions
across
Kentucky: Bowling
Green, Elizabethtown, Campbellsville
and Madisonville. Since
the summer of 2006,
Commonwealth gradually
has been converting to digital,
beginning at the studio — the most
important part of the audio chain
excluding the transmitter.
Like many other small-to-mid-market
broadcasters, we found it not economically feasible to upgrade the entire audio
chain at once. After careful consideration, it made sense to undergo a staged
process that would begin at the origination point and work up to the transmitter.
We decided to incorporate a full studio
systems package from Harris featuring
VistaMax studio networking and
NetWave digital consoles.
Ifirst saw the NetWave console at
NAB2006. The combination of the technology, price point, flexibility and freshness of the configuration were attractive.
The fact that it was adigital console that
could still host analog inputs was another
bonus. This is anod to the significance of
flexible technology, as most radio stations that convert to digital still work
with ahost of analog sources.
Conversion tactics
Buy. hug Gieen, the largest of the four
regions, was the first of two sites to convert. The studio complex, located in nearby Glasgow with Commonwealth
Broadcasting's business headquarters, is

home
to three
stations:
WOVO(FM),
WPTQ(FM)
and WHHT(FM).
As our largest
market, the Bowling Green conversion
was significant as it also was our first
planned site for HD Radio broadcasting.
The NetWave consoles replaced
DynaMax consoles. These consoles, still
in good working order, were moved to
other facilities that remain analog for the
foreseeable future.
The Glasgow facility features three
NetWave consoles with VistaMax networking. Our chief engineer, Mike
Graham, was a proponent of the
VistaMax technology, noting it as acrucial component for the studio-to- studio
flexibility we sought.
Flexibility is vital in a small-market,
multi-studio facility. VistaMax allows us

options, and the NetWave console coupled
with VistaMax allows us to reduce the number
of direct channels required for each console.

was the simplification of our traditional
audio routing and technical core-to-studio connections. The VistaMax design
eliminated an enormous amount of traditional wiring, including hundreds of
audio cable pairs. Studio rewiring for the
digital conversions proved simple.
When abroadcaster purchased aconsole 10 years ago, aseparate input would
be required for every source. A typical
setup might have included five cart
machines, two turntables and two CD
players along with microphone, telco and

cess with the new NetWave and VistaMax
platform. Unlike in Glasgow, the
Elizabethtown facility was using much
older consoles that had served us well but
had run their course. The Harris platform
is amajor upgrade from the older analog
system, and we are achieving the same
business and technical benefits at
Elizabethtown as we are at Glasgow.
For more information, including pricing, contact Harris in Ohio at ( 941)
639-1889 or visit www.broadcast.
harris.com.
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SONIFEX

CALL US!

Manufacturers of Audio Broadcast Equipment

SILENCE IS GOLDEN, BUT NOT ON RADIO
Redbox RB-SD1
Silence Detection Unit
6

e
ti'

Configurable silence duration
& detection level.

Model 81030

• Automatic switch in/out secondary feed.

www.coaxial.corn

• Over 500 units sold worldwide.
-1 404.8 .
CALL FOR

NEW
cemonuE

Visit our website for details:

www.sonifex.co.uk

LCD
DISPLAY
WATTMETER

INDEPENDENT

AUDIO

T: 207 773 2424
E: info@independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

C),

Coaxial
Dynamics

800-262-9425

ICOMPLETE
MICROPHONE

TO ANTENNA
TECHNICAL
SERVICES
BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.

Complete Systems Integration
Studio and RF Systems Installation, Test,
& Documentation

HD Radio Transmission
Factory Authorized By Several Manufacturers
For HD Installation & Certification

Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings
Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters Wilth All
Equipment Installed, Tested, & Documented Ready For S mplified Site Build

BALSYS
W OOD A RTS,

I
NC.

Custom Broadcast Studio Furniture
High Quality, Distinctive, & Rugged Studio
Furnishings - Designed & Fabricated Fr
The Specific Studio & Application

S

YSTEMS
TORE

SystemsStore
Your Online Source for Cable, Connectors,
Punchblocks, Racks, Wire Management,
Test Equipment, Tools, & Problem Solvers
To Complete Any Technical Installation.

BALSYS COMPANIES • 930 Carter Road #228-234, Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
T: 407.656.3719 • F: 407-656-5474 • www.Balsys.com • vvwvv.SystemsStore.com
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Ultra Slim - 30W, 50W, 100W
Exciter/Transmitters
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New Features on the LEX Series Include:
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DR 10 is aDia. Up remote control with telephone

audio input and output for remote broadcasting.
D. If your automation works with satellite networks, you
can use the DR10's relay outputs to fire commercials.
liners, etc.

Save 1$ with no staff needed at the studio!

D Use the DPDT relays to

insert the phone audio directly

into the program path when necessary. especially for
emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem

D When

Me"

• Built-in Stereo Generator with Very— High -reparation and Fast Audio Clipper
• Up to Seven Frequencies, Power Levels. and Program Presets ( remote controllable):
Ideal Back Up for Multiple Stations
• Rear Panel Connection for Direct DC Battery Back Up with Auto Switch Over and
Built-in Charger
• Built-in, Front Panel User Programmable FSK

D Keyer for Auto ID of Translators

used with owr Silencer Option, the DRAG is the

ONLY product available that completely removes DTMF
control tones from the audio path for clean remotes.

Get thE DR- 10 Ir start
saving moneu now!

r LÇH
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www.circuitwerkes.corn
i• c-rIPINrr-t •
r
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619 239 8462

-

www.bext.corn

bext@bext.com

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better!

Directional Ante ma
Systems

Diplexer/Triplexer
Systems

LBA is your trusted supplier for IBOC-ready
antenna systems.
For over 40 years we
have been designing and manufacturing reliable
Dfrectional Antenna Systems, ATU's, Multiplexers,
Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation Isolators,
and RF Components for all power levels.

Ciaudia Van
703-998-7600 ext. 154
or cvanveereirnaspub.com

Choose an LBA system and join thousands
of satisfied broadcasters in the US and
worldwide!
LBA can also design, manage, install
and finance your complete RF project.
Please call us for a free technical
consultation'

—r
High-Power Antenna
Tuning Units
Factory Dealer For:

RF Components

LBA Technology, Inc.

3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834
252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155
www.LBAGroup.com
jbrown@LBAGroup corn
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but just as smart!
avicom
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temporarily was assembled in an upstairs
room, the S2s placed on top prior to the
holes being cut for them and then the
cabling was cut to size. This meant that
by Jim Warrack
work. One of the booths and both the selfsmaller selection of channels fitted.
there was more room to achieve this than
Founder
ops can be directly selected to air.
Iselected Sonifex's Station Master for
with the furniture and desks in situ.
Paddock Enterprises
When it came to the lynchpin of the
audio routing and monitoring. The unit
One novel solution to the old problem
whole operation, the consoles or mixing
combines transmission switching, signal
of where to put the ¡ DC frames in the
GREAT BLAKENHAM, England I desks, Iwas clear on my reasons for
distribution and talkback in asingle box.
studio was to actually hide them inside
got into radio in 1967 after working as a choosing the Sonifex S2. When looking
Designed to interface with Sonifex prodthe walls. The multi-pair cables arrive
ground radar fitter in the Royal Air
for adesk in today's climate, value for
ucts, it also can be used with most other
from the racks room (in this case on the
Force. During athree-year apprenticeship
money has to come into it. What Ilike
makes of desk. In this case Ichose it as a floor above) via cable trays and the
at RAF Locking, Ibecame involved in
about the S2 is that it's aflexible mixer;
result of past experience.
cables to and from the mixer exit below.
the small radio station feeding the tannoy
individual modules make it easy to set up
I'd used aStation Master for KLFM in
The ¡DC frames are screwed to plywood
on the barracks. Iwas then posted to the
just how the client wants it.
Kings Lynn and was impressed with it;
panel and then a material-covered panel
Maldives, which had a
it's a value for a box of
fits over the whole thing. You can actual"proper" forces radio station
tricks. We've got three
ly sit on a chair to do the jumpering;
with an MF transmitter, and
studios for on-air selecmuch better than crawling around under
on my return to the U.K. was
tion plus a fourth input,
the desk, especially at my age.
stationed in West Drayton
which is derived from a
As with most RCS installations, the
where Igot involved with
box made by Audionics
CPUs are housed in the main racks area
the local hospital radio stathat takes the three RCS
with audio and control extended to the
tion.
audio outputs and mixes
individual studios. Even a relatively
A friend from there
them together, and then is
small station like Radio Norwich manbecame ajournalist at Radio
able to switch in an exterages to fill up four bays with equipment.
Victory, which was one of
nal stereo feed like the
There are several off- air receivers
the U.K.'s founding commersatellite- fed Network
installed to enable cross-logging of other
cial radio stations, starting in
Chart Show and the mono
Tindle Group stations within receiving
the early 1970s. When Ileft
Independent Radio News
distance. Logging is done on Sonifex's
the army in 1976, Istarted
satellite feed. The switchNetLog unit, which allows comprehenwork as areporter at Radio
ing is controlled by RCS.
sive logging and monitoring across stanVictory in Portsmouth, movIalso built a 1U box to
dard computer networks.
ing from there to Reading's
replicate the offer/accept
The studios are neat and compact. The
Radio 210 in the same year
buttons in the studio,
split S2 desks allow for an uncluttered
as an engineer, until 1980
which is above the Station
workspace despite the presence of no less
when Ileft to join Hereward
Master in the racks room
than three computer/playout screens.
'The split S2 desks allow for an uncluttered
Radio in Peterborough as
to select this configuration
For more information, including pricworkspace, said Warrack.
chief engineer.
to air.
ing, contact Sonifex distributor IndeItook early retirement
To enable the studio
pendent Audio in Maine at (207) 773from Hereward in 2004 and started
The range of modules available also
cable looms to be made, the furniture
2424 or visit www.sonifex.com.
Paddock Enterprises, which specializes
made my life easier, enabling the desk to
in studio installation and also has asidebe configured to do everything we needline in motor racing, hence the name.
ed it to do, or to be easily modified to
Tindle Radio owns and operates eight
meet our required specification.
local commercial radio stations on the
Each self-op studio has asplit configuU.K. mainland, Channel Islands and
ration S2 with two 10-channel frames fitIreland, and has shareholdings in several
ted with amixture of mono, stereo, telco
others. Isaw apress release from Ofcom,
and stereo mix minus channels. The
the U.K. regulator, that Tindle had been
desks also are fitted with acouple of sixawarded alicense for Norwich in the East
way selector channels to bring in the less
of England. Ijoined forces with ex-comused sources such as Independent Radio

Sonifex S2s Installed at Radio Norwich

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
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my life easier, enabling the desk to be
configured to do everything we needed
it to do, or to be easily modified to

7

‘all •
...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
YOU lots of money?
We're all about that. Please take
amoment to visit GRACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our : 30and : 60- second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money-making
sales
helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.

)
e

Neat

Ideas.

Free Demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas for Building Businessw

Questions? ( all us loll tree

iS81172-2388.

www.gracebroadcast.com

meet our required specification.
mercial radio engineer staffer Simon
Foster, now of Simon Foster Associates,
to bid for the studio building contact and
was successful.
The work split had me doing the
wiring schedules and off-site cable production with Simon Foster handling
woodwork and installation. We devised
the layout and configuration and called
on Simon Tims, Tindle Group's head of
technology for the IT aspects. Local
builders did the actual construction of the
studios to adesign by me. They are traditionally built of plasterboard on timber
studwork.
Modular mixing
The Radio Norwich build is fairly standard for U.K. commercial radio, with two
identical self-op studios and afurther two
smaller booths: one for news and the other multi-purpose for production and news

"Sold an exclusive
...for S1755 " (OR)

News' secondary stereo feed from the
satellite, the other studio, the two booths
and afew spares for future expansion.
One of the stereo mix- minus channels
is for the ISDN codec while the other is
for use with RCS Master Control for
voice tracking. To make record feeds to
RCS more flexible, a three-way switch
controlled by buttons in the S2's meter
bridge ( specially made for me by
Sonifex) selects between the mix-minus
feed and the S2's Program or Audition
outputs.
Radio Norwich uses the PhoneBox
system from Broadcast Bionics to comprehensively control phone-in callers and
this, in turn, feeds an HY-03T twin
Sonifex telephone hybrid. The HY-03S
outputs are fed to S2 telco channels in
each studio with the hybrid latching fed
back from the desk. The two booths each
use single 10 input frame S2 desks with a

"(Sold) $ 8000....
_

Good service , ( MI)

The GM 2007
LIACK-TO-SCII(X)I
SAFETY BIJTZ

Want to give your qatton ior
advertiser) acompetiti‘ eedge?
Let us polish and voice your
commercial copy'
Better Ads
Will Make Your Clients
Better Advertisere.

30-src. FEI7( RES
21.formatted
:
22/:08
,

•ready to tag and air
$.169
PRE- SELL 'MTH FREE DEMOS

easy selLi
t
www.gracebroadcast.com
AlTENTION

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
ÇOIllId

Ideas far Building ousine.,,"'

1.,Indductor

Special: linar 2nd ( lllll rnercial FREE!

www. GraceBroadcast corn

PROVIDERS!

Promote your services to Radio Worle readers. Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and engineers with your message
For information on affordable advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

. •, !!)
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gear you
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Radio World's Products
and Services Showcase
provides a perfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

www.danaggencorn
1-888-8

For more information contact

cvanveen@imaspub.com

The Plan B Classic is your guarantee of
delivering uninterrupted audio service.
It's three units in one:
•
•
•

to request amedia kit.

Digital and analog adjustable silence sensor
Built-in backup audio on CD, DVD, or Compact Flash
Auto- dialer with clear human voice
...

The last NCE window was 7years ago!
Since then...new rules...on-line filing...
b•kifie

'tdàJ

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

i
- îepaietà:

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICII MFG. CO.
\\ Inion St. Athens, Ohio 457W

NCE-FM Engineer's Seminar

to- 93-3150
FAX 740-592-3898

eccui sca,,,,,

Two days of learning & networking!

tetER:

ea,4

U 9.2
LOG:PC SerRe.,rt .,,at Re.
Rutemat

D.A. Design • TV-6Protection
Finding Openings • On-line Resources
Domestic Protection • International Rules
National Environmental Protection Act

Washington D.C. July 30-31
Total Seminar Price $750
Includes Breaks, Lunch & Materials

Visit nce-fm.com for details
Contact Alex Johnson at 352-367-1725 or
alex@nce-fm.com to reserve our scat

5two-way RS232 inputs/outputs for computer. remote signboard & character generator
6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board

• 2year warranty
• 2minutes of digital audio storage

Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external prink

4line 40 character LCD display with LEI) backlighting

•52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels
Will handshake with automation equipmen:
711111111111FIratherradgegra
tu
-rile
-We; remote sigithodes, cables'

•INC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
tor ‘zecoml transmitter
jimg@gorman-redlich.com Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

tither radios, cristal controlled synthesized FM digitally
rbnerconnection, character generators.

.1)

FurniHrf•

...and so are
the potential
buyers for
your products
and services.

•Custom or Standard
•Delivery & Installation
•Designed to fit your Budget

Radio World is agreat place
to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!

Voice: ( 610) 925-2785
Fax: ( 610) 925-2787
Studio Technology
529 Rosedale Rd. Suite 103
Kennett Square, PA 19348

e-mail: sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

To advertise, call Claudia at:
703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com.
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REPORT

Wheatstone Air 2+ at Home in Home Studio
by Mike Erickson
Independent Recording/
Production Engineer
HOLDBROOK, N.Y. As afull-time
engineer and apart-time on-air personality, Isometimes end up taking my work
home from both sides of the fence. Itest
some audio gear, and sometimes Iend up
recording full-length shows in my own
absence.
My home studio consisted of aMackie
mixer and a source switcher harvested
from an ' 80s stereo system to switch
processed and unprocessed source audio
to recording and streaming devices
(which include two PCs, aMiniDisc and
acassette deck). The system worked, but
only for me. It was confusing and complicated for anyone else who wanted to
use the studio.
Iwanted something more elegant for
home use and the Audioarts Air 2+ radio
console from Wheatstone fit the bill.
Unlike the rotary consoles Iwas offered
from rundown transmitter sites and
passed up over the years, the Air 2+
could be assigned to either program bus
or both program busses at the same time.
The built-in cue speaker was aplus; no
more pre-monitoring off an aux bus on
the Mackie.
The additional features of a fullfledged console — monitor muting for
mics, talkback, impulse starts, external
monitor inputs, mix minus for phone
hybrids — made the Air 2+ a bargain.
The clincher? RCA phono on all but the
mic inputs.
Install, setup
The console arrived well packed direct

TECH

I Radio World

more elegant for

Erickson 'sAir 2+. The clincher for him? RCA phono
on all but the mic inputs, he said
from Wheatstone. Iand three other engineers interested in the console gathered
for the install in my home studio. The
consumer line- level input and outputs
were wired in about the time you would
need to wire a remote, literally 10-15
minutes. The PCs used balanced TRS
plugs that we matched using Henry
Engineering boxes. Same for an aux
input; we wired for afriend who records
some production items and uses a 360
Systems Instant Replay.
The mic inputs were a little tricky. I
have a Symetrix 528E for my Shure
SM58 and a Hnat Hindes Mic Maze for
my SM7. The Air 2+ has two preamps
built into the back of the console on
Phoenix jacks. The idea, although it is

eliminating the cheesy (and not as clean)
stereo consumer switching device that
preceded it.
If Ihad abeef about the console, the
documentation about the implementation
of microphone audio would be one. The
other would be the rear panel, which
should be an easier flip up. Currently it is
a multiple screw-on panel that makes it
more difficult to reach the connectors.
Ialso would secure the DC plug to the
console in abetter way. It is currently a
DIN connector that did fall out once
while we were installing the console. The
power supply is external in the form similar to that of alaptop. The outlet plug is
atraditional three-prong, no wall wart.
The project took alittle more than four
hours to complete from the time we set the
console until the last recorder was balanced with tone. The audio sounds great,

home use and the

not documented well, is to bring the
microphone audio to the Phoenix jack,
then take the RCA phono output labeled
Mic Out and insert the microphone audio
into whichever of the 12 channels you
want to bring the audio up on.
We thought we would have enough
gain out of the microphone processors to
go directly in, but that was not the case.
We ended up using the built-in preamp
with the mic processor. Fortunately, the
audio is very clean. In fact, it is as clean
if not cleaner than the preamps in the previous mixer.
Outputs also are on Phoenix connectors. Each program bus feeds an 8x2 DA,
and that feeds whatever equipment
requires audio from that particular bus,

Air 2+ fit the bill.

there is alot of headroom and the console
feels like something that costs alot more
than the price it is offered for (retail price
$2,995). As aham operator, Ihave used
my 2meter rig near the console and have
not had any problems with RF issues with
the unbalanced consumer inputs.
For educationals, LPFM, home studios
or even your main studio, the Audioarts
Air 2+ is agreat console that does agood
job without doing ajob on the bottom line.
For more information, contact Wheatstone in North Carolina at (252) 638-7000
or visit www.wheatstone.com..

UPDATES

Arena Customizes

StageTec Digitizes

Routing, Distribution

Unprocessed Mic Signals

AEQ Broadcast says its Arena
digital broadcast console offers
improvements over the previous
version BC2000D mixer. Among
them is the ability to monitor all
signals present in the system, as
well the use of the configuration
presets in relation to the Swap
Page.
Furthermore, the dedicated controls for Dynamic, EQ, Routing
and Select located above the faders
have dual function. In the other
mode of operation, these controls
turn into send buttons which routes
the signals to busses such as Master
1, Master 2, Aux 1and Aux 2.
Users can customize fader
assignments, routing, summing, distribution and audio processing (including limiting and compressing of audio signals).

StageTec offers the XMIC+, a microphone-input board for its Nexus
audio networks and Aurus/Auratus mixing console systems. The XMIC+
board is 3RU high, and digitizes up to eight unprocessed microphone signals to a28-bit signal.
The company
says analog preamplification is
not necessary
due to the high
resolution. The
board also handles higher levels up to 24 dBu
and can consequently be used
to receive linelevel signals.
For
live
applications
where source
signals need to
be made available to multiple destinations, for example, sound reinforcement and
recording consoles adigital splitter is implemented on the board itself.
Each of up to eight input signals can be distributed to amaximum of four
separate paths with independent gain and subsonic filter settings.
StageTec says the XMIC+ also demonstrates thermal efficiency by consuming just 6watts, and producing less heat than conventional solutions. It
is therefore suitable to broadcast applications where space, power and airconditioning capacity are in short supply.
For more information, contact Salzbrenner StageTec Media Group in
Georgia at (888) 782-4391 or visit www.stagetec.com.

Other Arena improvements include the exterior design, operation and modularity. The user
may request the On/Off controls on top or below the faders. To facilitate easy maintenance, each
console offers changeable modules.
The Arena console also retains existing features on the BC2000D such as the simultaneous
control of several studios, and the possibility to program an unlimited number of mix- minus channels. In the Mix- Minus mode, the channel becomes input or output of the phone conversation.
Its control surfaces, the DM5 and DIO, are linked to an audio processing frame via asingle
Ethernet cable. This frame houses the audio processing, inputs and outputs as well as the control
boards. Users can attach an Ethernet hub to the control board's Ethernet port and then plug a
computer into the hub for access to the system configuration and setup.
For more information, including pricing, contact AEQ Broadcast in Florida at (800) 7280536 or visit www.aeqbroadcast.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

AUTOMATION

ACOUSTICS

EQUIPMENT

WANT TO SELL

J

M

AcousticsFirst
'
888-765-2900

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
[
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

WANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track,
create shells, auto or announcer
assist mode, set intro and ending
cues, hit the vocal every time with
your voice tracks, execute exact
time events, join networks, and
more. The software is free, there is
asmall duplication fee. For more
info call 406.665.1832.

WANT TO SELL
COMPLETE

AM Ground Systems

FACILITIES

Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com

FM Radio antenna ERI 4- bay
tuned to 91.7 MHz with 130 ft. 15/8" transmission line, " as- is,
where- is" condition with no
expressed or implied warranty or
guarantee. Buyer responsible for
transporting from site in upstate
NY. Contact: Gail Wagner, Ithaca
College Purchasing, Ithaca, NY
(607) 274-1472.
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
ASR-Tower Registration
Standard & Custom signs
Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags
ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
Free Catalog
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Five ( 5) Belar RF amplifiers good
condition will let go " as is" for
$185.00 each. Please contact
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for pictures or
information
McMartin MS-258 Amplifier $15.00. e-mail mraley©bbnradio.org
for information or call (704) 523-5555
RIS Model 416 DA. Will let go for
$75.00 plus S7H. Please e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures
and information.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
Orban Model 9100B — AM serial #
1822153 is in good condition will
sell " as is" for $375.00 plus S&H.
For
picture
please
contact
mraley@bbnradio.org
Orban Optimod FM 8100A. It was
working when removed from
service. It is complete, but less
manual. Known as the best analog
processor ever made. $ 1,500.00,
0130. Buyer pays shipping. Randy
Howard 520-744-1150

WANT TO SELL

S

NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
Audio Arts Model PS 6040 power
supplies ( Audio Arts R-60). Will
let go for $ 275.00. Please contact
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for information.
Four ( 4) Audio Arts R-60
manuals for $ 35.00 each ( price
includes
shipping).
E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call ( 704)
523-5555 for more information.
LPB Blue 5c consoles — We've
got about ten of them in good
condition. We will let them go
"as is" for $550.00 each plus
S&H.
Contact Mike Raley at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures.
Autogram
Mini- Mix
8 &
Autogram
Mini- Mix
12 —
contact Joe 989-892-1189 or
989-798-0285 evenings.

1101110N BLOWERS PM RATE MOORS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Seven ( 7) bulk demagnitizers and
Four (
4) wand demagnitizers.
Sell for $ 10.00 each. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers, turntables,
EO
working
or
not,
working
transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric), Fairchild, Western
Electric, Langevin, RCA, Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec,
Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the 1920's
through the 1980's. For example
newscast, talk shows, music
shows, live band remotes, etc.
Stations like KGO, KFRC, KSFO,
KTAB, KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KOW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc.
Feel free to call me at 415-3836216 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Equipment
Wanted:
old,
obsolete, or unused signal
processing,
recording,
and
playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps, Ea, mixing desks,
microphones, tape machines
(cassette and reel), etc. Donations
gladly accepted; asking prices
considered. 443-854-0725 or
ajkivi@gmail.com.
DONATIONS NEEDED
All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You determine
donation value, We will pay
shipping.
Equipment
shared
between three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECradio.org

PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY

MONITORS
WANT TO SELL

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on- air lights,
call after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Three ( 3) sets of Belar RF
amplifiers,
Stereo
and
Modulation Monitors will sell " as
is - for $ 500.00 each.
Please
contact mraley@bbnradio.org or
call Mike ( 704) 523-5555 for
pictures and information.

MISCELLANEOUS

RECORDERS/PLAYERS

MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL
Five ( 5) Sensaphone 1100 Alarm
and remote monitoring units.
$100.00 each plus S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org
or call
(704) 523-5555 for information

oft

(PORTABLE/STUDIO)

The Leader in Broadcast
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Engineering Software

Winner of the 2007 "Coot Stuff" Award!

WANT TO SELL

'*%ler.7.ele
:Lo„gley.R,Ce
Gradient
• "
Shadtng
:""4

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCNIS, INC. (800) 438-6040
s "You Know We Know Radio" cs

a

We have 24 Gentner VRC 2000
remote control units. Fail safe device
not included just the remote control
unit. Will sell "as is" for $300.00
each plus S&H. Please contact Mike
at mraley@bbnradio.org for apicture
or more information.

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
(TU R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3Tm
w Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCommanderlu
w Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro 2Tu

SPEAKERS

W Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3DTH

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old
vintage
speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh.
Marantz,
Electra
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco, Cash- pick up
773-339-9035

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www v- soft corn
(
800)743-3684
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs

STATIONS

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

U.S. 25KW FM STATION- Major
border crossing area, Red Sox
affiliate, profitable, huge upside.
Price $595K Inquiries 781-848-4201
E- Mail: salesgroup@beld.net Web:
www.RadioStationsForSale.net
START LIVING YOUR DREAMS!
Buy our FM Radio Station 60 miles from Houston Only $ 490,000
garland
@radiobrokercom 713-921-9603

V-DISCs — 12 in. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS

Moseley PCL 600 Aural SIL
xmit/rcv at 944.500 mhz. Serial
#52043R & 52024T. Will sell " as
is" for $ 1500.00. Please contact
Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org for
information and pictures.

www.radioworld.com
Continental 10 kW 3- phase
transmitter- FM 90.5 type 816R- 1A
available. Taken out of service Feb
1,2007. Extra tubes and some spare
parts. Exciter not included. Contact
Vernon H. Baker WPAR FM 540961-2377 or vbaker@vtacs.com

WANT TO SELL

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters

LIMITERS/AUDIO

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

p
\

REMOTE tSÉ
MICROWAVE

250 W
2007
1 KW
2007
1.5 KW
1983
2 KW
2007
3.5 KW
1986
5 KW
1987
7+ KW Digital 2005
7+ KW
2002
10 KW
2001
20 KW
1985
1989
20 KW
30 KW
1989
30 KW
2006
1982
50 KW

Crown 250E
Crown FM1000E
BE FM 1.5A
Crown FM2000E
Harris HT 3.5
Harris FM5K1
Harris Z16 HDS IBOC
Harris Z16 IBOC
Henry 10.000D-95
Harris FM2OK
0E1 FMO 20,00013
BE FM30A
Harris HT30CD
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher

Used AM Transmitters
2.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
50 KW

1986
1974
1982
1987
1985
1990
1985

Harris SX2.5A
Continental 315F
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Harris DX10
Continental 317C2

Exciters
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation
'New' 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Diaital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
Used Misc. Eauioment
Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 720R cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit our website. Imamtv.com.
for Surplus es runs Inventory.

WANT TO SELL
Sony MD JE 320 MD player.
Good condition. Will sell " as is"
for $ 75.00 plus S&H.4 E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call Mike
(704) 523-5555 for information.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
(

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

The Coverage Map Store

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

REALcoverage.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

FROM STOCK

gilk ations and Field Engineering

-I requency Searches and Coordina/ion
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-I.P1A,
•EMC Test 1h- FCC and European ( IEC)

eJ OWL ENGINEERING iNC.
infoarnwleng.torn

651-784-7445

5844 Flagnline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

Fax (651) 784-7541

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

s,

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

FASTER__

Structural Analysis

OMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

un
Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

construction permit and license
engineering

Doug Vernier

tcc lirf.oris

web: www.surcorn.com

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
APWFM/TV/L PTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Serving Broadcasters

»mg "

f Yoe. ts5 On the welt al www tadie.11.0th
,1 Demores1 Sp

of Demo, es,

e

GA -J06.154 -2725

.1.10t1wIts

INC.

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO ,
John Lackness

Since 1948

FOR YOUR ENGINEERING NEEDS FOR THE NCE-FM

Mullaney
Engineering, Inc.

Software for your PC

tildweber AWE

johnl@scmsinc.com

•Field Services & Construction
•FCC Licensing & CP Applications
•Upgrade Studies & Technical Negotiations

1,0(301) 590 9/57
mullaneyoKnullengtrom

Sales

210-775-2725
P0.13.3x 932 • CM010, TX 78108

FALL 2007 FILING WINDOW, CALL US!

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg MD 20877
( 3011921 0115

Let
eqme
uyour
ipment
be

problem solver '

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

EVANS

Telecommunication Consultants

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

•Fully Integrated databases

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrale
P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Madton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124
WWW.Ccwit

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

AM. FM. TV coverage & Upgrades
1
=1Broadcast transmission facility
design
me FCC applications preparation -

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTAL -

210 S. Main St., Thieosville, WI 53092 ( 262) 242-6000
beueevansassoc.coin
Member AFCCE

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

(BEAM BROCK, I
NC
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Reach Broadcast Professionals!
For more information, including rates &

Foil semice Flom Allocatiim to
Operates, AM/FM/R7AI:X Seniers:

e

deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

Dad Work:Muerma and

1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

Facilities Design
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I
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Over 45 ,
rears engineering
and
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service tor radio stations only All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment -felt) Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published or a paid has+, only

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

,„„c••_••---

Send your listings to us by Ring out the form below Please be aware that rt takes one month tor listings to appear
The listings run tor two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again Thank yoi

see

Please print and include
all information:

Radia World

Contact Naine
Title
Company/Station
Address

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2007
13x

26x

32x

105

100

95

90

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $ 95

85

75

65

60

Distributor Directory

$ 135

130

125

120

115

$ 105

100

95

90

85

Station/Studio Services $ 200

170

145

123

105

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Professional Card

Classified Line Ad

$ 110

$ 2/word

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX: +1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TRANSMITTERS/EXGTERS/
TRANSLATORS WTS

TUBES & COMPONENTS
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Cont.
Marti R-15c/STL 15c on Will sell
"as is" for $ 1000.00 plus S&H.
Please
contact
Mike
at
mraley@bbnradio.org for more
information.
Marti STL/R-10 at 948.875 mhz.
Serial #347 will let go "as is" for
$895.00 plus S&H. Please contact
Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org for
information.
Marti STL-10/R-10 tuned to 951.625
serial # 430014340. VVill let go "as is" for
$1550.00 plus S&H. Please contact Mike
at mraley@bbnradio.org forintormabon.
Two (2) Moseley PCL 6010/6020
SIL xmit/rcv at 947.000 mhz and
950mhz. Will sell "as is" for
$2000.00 per set plus S&H. Please
contact Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org
for more information.
Two (2) TFT 8300/8301 SIL xmit/rcv
tuned to 949.0 and 946.00mhz.
Serial # are 319-8/314-8 and #
980708801. Will sell "as is" for
$1500.00 each plus S&H. Please
contact Mike at mraley@bbnradio.org
for information and photographs.

FM Exciters - STLS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

s You

Know We Know Rube S

Energy Onyx 10KW Eco 10. Good
condition on air at 100.7 mHz.
Tube is six months old also
includes some other spare parts.
Asking $ 11,500.00 Please call
541-270-3599
for
more
information.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

D

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-4eallente4gies.coo
i
n
r
night,

C Electronics

WWW

An

International Distributor of

RF

Components

Tubes

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY- Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

Used 0E1 FMO 10000 in fair
condition. This is a three phase
transmitter with a bad IPA and
combiner that will make about 95%
power with QEI 600w amplifier.
Willing to let this 12 year old
transmitter go for $3295.00 but
buyer must arrange pick up and
shipping from Charlotte, NC. Contact
Mike Raley at (704) 523-5555 or email mraley@bbnradio.org for more
information. Serial
number
is
ST1OKW054.
Motorola Two Way transmitter
removed from service due to
breach of lease agreement
(company
went
bankrupt).
Cannot find much information but
if you are interested please send
an e-mail to mraley@bbnradio.org

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
U- --vklih
it

RPU MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
For more information,
call Claudia Van Veen at
703-998-7600 ext. 154
WANT TO BUY
67 kHz ( SCA Channel 1) Used
or repairable (
with manuals
if available) — call John at
51 7-31 6-5 307
AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
AM Transmitters. Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

ISO 9001 Certified

To advertise, call 703-998-7600 ext. 154
or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com
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Power Ind...

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

SVETLANA

O

Pro-Tek ®

,>144-1 EEV
USA DISTRIBUTOR

NEW POWER TUBES

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
••••••mm

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

(Due
• rock

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability

P/4 0 ..

Bes1 iroce

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Made in U.S.A.

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!

=
=
.tmttt.
mu.

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609

I.

352-68S-237-4
Fax 352-683-9595

BEST SERVICE

Web.ise www.dandcelectronin.com

RF MITI CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC TAYLOR SVETLANA
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
'Motorola • Toshiba •

SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787

760-744-0700

ekrmum...m. I I.* Farr,.

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS WANTED

HELP WANTED
DESKTOP TECHNICIAN RADIO
BROADCAST FACILITY Provide
technical. operations & training
support to all users of company's
personal computers. This position is
responsible for installing, configuring,
trouble- shooting, upgrading, and
maintaining hardware and software.
user account administration and
Sarbanes-Oxley compliance requirements. Proactively monitor
and analyze network, server and
desktop
resources
including
Windows workstations, laptops,
and printers. Required skills: Great
people, customer service, and
communication skills. Ability to
analyze and problem solve. Work
well under pressure. Ability to lift
50 lbs, Possess a minimum of 3
years
equivalent
experience,
Strong understanding or Local Area
Networking in a mixed Windows/
Novell environment. Previous
experience with Novell GroupWise
and at radio broadcast facilities
preferred. Send resumes to Gary
Hilliard, ghilliard@entercom.com
Entercom Portland, 0700 SW
Bancroft St, Portland, OR 97239.
No phone calls. please

Amazing
work
ethics +
punctuality = tremendous results,
Great digital production, on-air,
copywriting, plus salesmanship
ability. Willing to follow/lead.
Contact Curtis Roberson 817-4960234, curtr378@yahoo.corn
Charismatic, creative, knowledgeable experienced morning show
broadcaster. 5-years Country
Radio Seminar Veteran. Work well
w/any format... young, fresh
sound. jaclynwilburn@gmail.com
913-426-1896
Creative,
reliable,
and
responsible sports guy with great
prep skills, and attention to details,
plus takes direction well! Good
boards! Clint Ploetz - 817-5688529, papaguru4000@yahoo.com
Extremely social and outgoing,
bilingual female with good
voice,
and
very
strong
conversational ability. Tight board
skills,
plus
promotions
experience. Nikki Ross 940-5948180, kiki6252006@yahoo.com

Fluently
bilingual
female
broadcaster. Great news, prep and
copywriting ability. Comfortable
on the air, friendly, and relates well
to audience. Very responsible!
Vanessa 817-274-5957

Witty & Bright with very creative
production ability, plus a take
charge attitude, and quality work
ethic. Proficient prep, delivery,
relates to audience. 'Caleb ( 214) 8784363, klbalexander@yahoo.com

Focused.
organized,
and
dedicated with vast experience
as club DJ/promoter. Firm grasp
on production, and producing
skills.
Self- motivated,
very
determined, and reliable. Curtis
Hart 214-994-5866

Funny, talkative, dependable
female with outgoing personality
and vast customer service &
promotions skills. Willing to work
hard at your station! Sundae
Flowers 214-228-3660

C.E.
position
wanted:
Experienced with computers,
transmitters, H.D. transmitters,
automations,
digital studios.
Robert King, Call: ( 915) 5812979.
Proactive, extremely reliable, and
trustworthy. Experience with Club
Promotions, DJ/Host & Emcee,
concerts, plus Music/Technical
Producer skills. Very good show
prep. Chris Neal, 469-364-0130,
starstuddedent34@yahoo.com

Self-motivated, confident, leadership
abilities, showmanship, great attitude
enthusiastic, very organized, attention
to detail, multi-tasker, personable,
outgoing, energetic, team player.
Heather Wasden, 817-709-8901,
HH6F6W@aol.com
Are you a small market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the New York/blew Jersey
area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for
FulVPart-time/Contract work Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917864-7718. mitchellrakoffgyahoo.com

For more information contact
Claudia VanVeen at
703-998-7600 ext. 154
or cvanveen@imaspub.com
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KVKK
Continued from page 46

suggested we use a 1kW transmitter that
he could overnight UPS. Fortunately he
had a crystal in stock and told us he
would drop everything he was doing and
put the full factory's efforts behind us.
This was late Monday afternoon.
Icalled Broadcasters General Store for
a Sine System and other gear, and they
said it would be overnighted to us.

with a temporary STL and the Sine
System, and returned KVKK to the air
with 1,000 watts at 4:30 pm. The signal
was very good, although certainly not
10,000 watts.
The fire marshal and our insurance
adjustor say it looked like the fire started
on the outside of the building near the
power mast. Regardless of where it started, the most important thing is no one
was hurt; equipment can always be
replaced.
Our Verndale Fire Department tried
so hard to save the building that they

Electric panel for temporary building.
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The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

KVKK Engineer Richard De La Hunt looks at the wreckage.
Tuesday came and Tuesday went.
Wednesday morning our front lobby was
loaded with the peripheral equipment.
Icalled Jack Wise, Bernie's son, and
checked the progress. He said the transmitter was under test and was being
shipped and should be in our lobby
Thursday by noon. The transmitter
arrived Thursday at 1:30 pm; we loaded
up the truck and arrived at the site to find
the new building in place and electricity
wired in to the building by Northwoods
Electric of Staples.
Team effort
We had everything installed and ready
to go when we noted a small difficulty:
the transmitter required 220 volts instead
of 110.
We called the electrician and he said
he would be there first thing in the
morning on Friday. We were waiting for
a new Optimod, which arrived at noon.
We went to the site, installed it along

were even pouring water on the fire
before the company disconnected electricity. Kind of crazy, but it showed how
much they cared.
Fifty-two years of engineering and
being in the broadcast business, I've never gone through anything like this. I'm
not looking forward to the rebuild as it
will be time- and labor-intensive.
Iwant to thank, publicly, everyone
who helped us. Every one of our local
people broke their backs helping, and this
was the Easter weekend. We had 100 percent cooperation from everyone and owe
agreat debt of thanks to our good friend
Bernie Wise of Energy-Onix for a yeoman's job in getting us back on the air.
From time of order to time of arrival,
they did the job in 24 hours.
As Isaid initially, " Have a fire and
you'll find out who your friends are."
Ed De La Hunt is the owner of De La
Hunt Broadcasting in Park Rapids,
Minn.•

45

Our readers have
something to say
"From news to features to forums,
RW keeps me up to date with info
on so many aspects of the industry.
I
thoroughly enjoy the Engineering
Extra as well. Thanks, RW!55
K.J. Singh
Station Engineer
WOVWMGQ
Greater Media NJ
Somerset, N.J.
Shown: Heil CLASSIC PRO offers oretro look of the '40s with the dynamic sound of today.
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De La Hunt Gets Help From Its Friends
Broadcaster Credits Local Fire Dept., Supplier
With Getting KVKK Back
by Ed De La Hunt
If you want to find out who your
friends are, have afire.
KVKK(FM), a 10,000 watt station on
1070 kHz, had afire break out Monday
morning, April 2. It burned the entire
transmitter building and all its contents to
the ground.
The first clue that we had afire was
when the Sine System called and said our
transmitter was off the air. We called
back but the system did not answer; in
the interim period, apasserby called the

in Staples, Minn., and asked them if
they had any pre- built buildings. They
on the Air After Fire
had just what the doctor ordered, a 12 x
8 building, and said they would deliver
it to the site.
the building appeared to be in good shape.
We returned to the transmitter site; the
My son David and Iimmediately
fire department was still there and the fire
switched into "let's get back on the air"
marshal had arrived. The power company
mode and called Bernie Wise at Energypeople from Todd-Wadena Electric also
Onix in New York. We told Bernie what
had happened and he informed us that
were on site and we told them we needed
a temporary service. The building was
they would do everything in their power
to get us on the air as soon as possible. I still smoking three hours later when they
had the temporary installed.
told Bernie we would contact the insurance company and ask them what they
At that point we called Wise back and
told him we were authorized to order. He
wanted us to do. Upon talking with the
See KVKK, page 45
insurance people, they said to get back on
the air as soon as possible.
We drove to Central Building Supply

KVKK's new standby building

Open Up the Online Option

The burnt remains of KVKK
Verndale Fire Department and said fire
was coming out of the building.
We tried to call again and the line was
busy, which we assume happened shortly
after the phone melted. We went to the
site from our headquarters at Park
Rapids, Minn., 40 miles north of
Verndale. When we arrived the fire
department was still pouring water on the
remains of the building. The building had
burned to the ground completely.
'Left get back on the air'
The facility had been built 15 months
earlier. Equipment in the building, which
included an Energy-Onix 10,000 watt solid-state transmitter, was destroyed. The
fire chief informed me that the state fire
marshal had been notified and was en
route to the scene. There was absolutely
no salvage, although the tower alongside

started on the
outside of the
building near the
power mast. The
most important
thing is no one was
hurt; equipment can
always be replaced.

Technology continues to push the envelope of broadcast automation in the area
of "command and control." Remote control systems come with avariety of monitoring options and interfaces. Test equipment is similarly capable. RW believes it
is time the FCC rules reflect these improvements.
The commission regularly levies fines to stations that are in violation of rules
that are superfluous in the age of the Internet. Failure to keep records as arcane as
"The Public and Broadcasting" in the station's public file can warrant afine, even
though that tutorial is readily available online. Perversely, these enforcement
efforts would seem to affect the ability of the commission to keep pace with the
increasing number of stations; thus less and less time is devoted to ensuring compliance with important rules, such as adherence to nighttime power reductions for
AM stations and modulation levels on FM stations. Instead of worrying about
whether the heart, lungs and brain are working properly, the commission is devoting its time and efforts to keeping the toenails trimmed.
RW believes there is asimple solution, one that can benefit broadcasters and the
FCC equally.
The FCC should change the rules to permit, but not require, stations to place all
technical monitoring and public documentation on the Internet.
These Web sites would be published for the public on the commission's own
Web page, and all interested parties, including the Enforcement Bureau, would
have full access in real time, on a "read-only" basis. Power levels, modulation levels, tower light functioning, pattern status through tower base currents, EAS messages; all these and more could be made available.
In addition, the commission should extend the current practice of having station
documentation available on the Internet and treat the electronic version as an adequate substitute for hard copies of the Public File in the station's files.
By certifying (again, via the Internet) certain physical issues are in compliance,
such as main studio staffing/operation and AM tower fencing, aparticipating station could be placed on a "Presumed Compliance" list, and avoid FCC inspections
for apredetermined period of time.
Participating stations would avoid the uncertainty of a spot inspection and
would be inclined to pay attention to the things that count.
Relieved of inspections to resolve non-critical issues, the FCC, for its part,
could concentrate on really egregious violators, and in the process, clean up the
airwaves to adegree that is not currently possible.
(This question is not hypothetical. Even as we were preparing this commentary,
the FCC, in its recent IBOC rules, raised wider questions about how stations service the public interest. One question it asked is whether it should require all
licensees to make the contents of public inspection files available on the station's
or astate broadcasters association's Internet Web site. Stay tuned.)
— RW
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Thl2 D-75N CQíi2cJI 12 liUTP]
OUR DIGITAL D- 75N

is afull- featured standalone mixing console that can also be
seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D- 7N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D- 75N is intended for on- air and
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions.
The D- 75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the
console has both independent faders for " local sources" and six networked faders capable of
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT- 5cables connect
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.
SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio- to-studio or throughout your entire facility.
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up mult pie IOC I
NPUT & OUTPUT
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future
sources and format changes.
With the AUDIOARTS D- 75N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK there's a new easy
way to link your studios together— and still stay within budget. Visit our website and learn
more today!

5AUDJOARTS
,
Copyri
ght 0 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation

ENGINEERING

a/e. -@wh.
eatstone,com / tel 252 638 70W Iwww.audioarts.net

Condition
your

Signal
with the New Vorsis

HD P3

What is ít.
A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

V/hj Jr Fur'
Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.

"PERFOR ANCE

WITH

OVERDRIVE"
It's

si/C1/75/.5—
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What's

a division of Wheatstone

Next

in

Processing
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